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Although significant research has shed light on what happens to
children when they are removed from their parents, few studies have ex
plored the effects on parents undergoing separation from their children.
Discussions tend tobs confined to separate dimensions exploring child's
needs on one side and parental obligations on the other.

Much of the

p13.nning and prolonged care provided for children in placement reflects a
traditional child-centered focus.

This has led to a lack of attention to

parental needs, and a gross ignorance about their 1ives, feelings and
aspirations.
When women are involuntarily separated from their children through
incarceration, a more complex disruption bet1veen parent and child occurs.
There is 1itt.1e systematic research done on the unique nature and meaning
of this separation to mothers.
cripti ve study

has

With this in mind, the focus of this des

been on t.he exp1or3tion of feelings and attitudes of

imprisoned mothers regarding enforced separation from their chiJd ren and
the effects of imprisonment on their maternal role •

•

CHAPTER I

'mEORETlCAL FRAMEWORK
Removal and confinement have long been a means of social control
for the deviant member of society.

Past emphasis on punishment, rang

ing from physical labor and abuse to severe deprivation and death,
has declined in Criminal Justice programs.

The goals of prisons and

corrections in the United states now attempt to combine provision for
the protection of society as well as improving the social functioning
of the offender.
Despite progress toward a more humanized system emphasizing
"rehabilitation", incarceration for most serious offenders entails
painful deprivation.

Sykes maintains that there are five areas con

tributing to the "pains of imprisonment":

"1) loss of freedom and social

aeceptance;2) loss of material comforts and personal belongings; 3)
loss of heterosexual relations and family and friends; 4) loss pf per
sonal autonomy and responsibility; and 5) loss of personal security and
pri vacy. ,, 1
Most research focuses on the nature of inmate culture and
social organization of the male prison in response to these stated
deprivations, as well as assessing the effectiveness of the "rehabili
tation" programs.

This would correspond to the fact that there are

approximately 18 men to 1 woman in county jails and 30 men to 1 woman
in state and federal prisons. 2
Though both men and women prisoners experience the same kinds of

2

deprivation, the nature of the response to the "pain" Of imprisonment may
be different.

Male and female inmate cultures are influenced by the man

-

ner in which roles and values are defined in the larger society.

At this

time in the United states, there is questioning of traditional sex role
expectations.

Despite the broadening of alternatives to women, those who

bear children are constrained by the sheer amount of time involved in meet
ing the role responsibilities of being a housekeeper and mother.

The

social structure of the prisons for women refiects a significant role
difference from that of male prisoners.

Though both experience primar.y

problems of self adjustment in the institutional confine:ment, the most
severe deprivation for the woman is her loss of the maternal role. 3
Separation from her children and family represents a painful and central
anguish.

THE SEPARATION EXPERIF.NCE
When physical separation occurs between two people with pre-existing
attachment to each other, there are reciprocal feelings experienced.
Separation reactions have been viewed in literature in terms of divorce,
hospitalization, institutionalization, foster placement· and other such
crises, including the ultimate of death.
both

sid~s

Generally, the responses on

of the severed relationship re'veal remarkably similar affectiva

patterns.
Bowlby describes three basic stages in the process of separation. 4

•

The initial stage of protest is one of primar,y anxiety in reaction to the
danger of losing a loved one.

In the second phase, a critical stage of

despair includes the pain of mourning in reaction to the actual loss of

3
object.

It is this acute level of development which has prompted much

discussion in unfolding the symptomatology of grief relevant to differ
ent separation crises. Lindemarm's classic description of symptoms: 1)
somatic distress; 2) idealization of the relationship; 3) guilt and

4)

hostile reactions 5 , 'varies only slightly from Kubler Ross' 1) denial
and isolation; 2) anger; 3) bargaining and 4) depression. 6 Bowlby's
third and final phase finds support from most writers, including those
mentioned, in noting the experience of detachment or acceptance, be it
a healthy resolution ora pathological adaptation, involving a consoli
dation of defenses to cope with the pain of separation.
Substantial attention has been given to the grief symptoms of
children when separated from parents and/or siblings.

Freud, Spitz and

Bowlby emphasize the effect of maternal deprivation on the emotional
and personality growth of a child, particularly in the first three
years.? Goldstein, et. al. in Beyond the Best Interests of the Child,
advocate a child's need for unbroken continuity of affection and stimulat
ing relationship with a significant adult.

They particularly point out

the child's sense of time, in that separation beyond two months for a
child under the age of five years is beyond comprehension. 8
Examination of the meaning of separation to parents has been less
systematically explored, though recent studies of parents dealing with
a dying child have been initinted.

Parents experiencing the stages of

grief and loss when their child is placed outside the home ha've revealed
feelings of guilt and inadequacy, 9,10 and isolation and emptiness. 11 ,12
Shirley Jenkins has extensively studied the area of filial deprivation
when children are in foster care and found a wide range of painful

4
emotive responses. 13
The significance of the reciprocity of the grief reaction is not

to"~
l

be underestimated in attending to the separation between mother and

child~

The response to separation on both sidesinvolves a complex procass infiu
enced by its nature and duration, the quality of the attachment bond
before the experience, the age and stage of development of the child, the
respective ego strengths, environmental stress, general biological capaci
ties, as well as the emotional conflicts both are undergoing. 14
Therese Benedek emphasizes the mutuality of communication in normal
parenting and the concept of a "psychic economy", the balance of which
depends on the outcome of the mother's iImer conflicts and her response
to the needs of her child. lS When separated from her child, unless the
mother

~s

begun to process her feelings and needs in her grief process,

she will not be adequately prepared to respond to her child when reunited.
Jenkins points out that a mother's unresolved pain will only reinforce
that trauma suffered by her child in the separation experience. 16 The
heightened tension from the child, described by Bowlby and others, can
only bring about pressure upon

th~

the child's frustrated needs.

If she fails in balancing this "psychic

econo~')

parent as she feels both her own and

her resulting feelings of guilt intensify her sense of conflict

and helplessness while the child feels rejected'and abandoned. 17
It is at this point that a complex system of defense mechanisms
emerge in both parent and child to lower the discomfort, support self
esteem and prevent personality disintergration.

During separation, when

the mutuality of communication has been broken, various defenses and
coping patterns are used to support and mJrture the respective lOOther and
child. . The critical issue is at the time of reunion of mother and child

;'

I

as to how rigid and permanent the two individuals have internalized their
defenses, preventing a healthy return and adjustment to an emotionally
close relationship_
In light of the stated dynamics of the mother-child relationship
during separation, the importanoe of a mother processing her grief
becanes extremely apparent.

The vulnerability of a young child predis

poses him to a more serious disturbance with the loss of a significant
adult.

The degree to which the mother is able to give of herself in

provicing nurturing care when reunited with her child, is "determined by
the extent to which she adaptively resolved her own pain.
Research with mothers in prison in regard to their separation
experience has been largely neglected.

'lbere has been recent interest

and study of the woman in prison, examining her social roles and
needs. 18 ,19,20,21 According to a study by the American Association of
UniVersity Women, prepared by the Pennsylvania mvision, approximately
70 to 80 percent of women incarcerated have children whom they support. 22
It seems reasonable that in order to plan for a woman while in prison,
it is important to consider her familial as well as her societal roles.
Zalba,23 Eyman,24 and Burkhart25 express concern for cohesive familyoriented planning and need for services for a mother's needs.

Thus far,

though, there has been to our knowledge no formal exploration of the
feelings and attitudes involved in the separation experience unique to
mothers who have been forcibly separated from their children due to
imprisonment.
Because of lack of information in this area, this project took on
the form of a descriptive, explorator.y study.

Objectives of the research

included: 1) exploration of the feelings and attitudes of mothers in

•
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prison toward separation from their children; 2) exploration of the effects
. of imprisonment on the mother-child relationShip as reflected in the
mother's concern and involvement; and 3) examination of the prison system
supports in maintaining the legal rights of the mother-child bond.
LEnAL RIGHTS OF MOTHERS

In many instances, cultural roles are reinforced by law.

In order

to provide a basis for this study, the legal rights of parents cannot
he discounted.

The attributes "biologieal" or "natural" in common usuage

designate the parents who have actually produced the child.

This blood

tie is respected by the legal system and parental rights include posses
sion of the child.

This right is confirmed by a birth certificate and is

not invalidated unless the child is neglected and the parents are found to
be unfit or unless the adults choose to give the child up for adoption.
Therefore, unless the court terminates parental rights, they remain intact
even for the duration of a separation due to incarceration. (see appendix
E)

ClIAPTER II
RESEARCH METHODOLOOY

Selection of Institution
The Oregon Woments Correctional Center was selected for this study
because it is the major correctional facility in the state, and because
it has a relatively stable population.

It was chosen over other insti

tutions, such as Multnomah County Jail at Rocky Butte, because the women
at OWCC are confined for a longer period of time.

It was felt that a

state institution where the average time of incarceration is thirteen
months would afford a more focused description of the residents' feelings
and attitudes about involuntar,y separation.
Contact With Prison Officials
Contact with prison officials occurred in three stages.

Initially

the researchers met with Mr. Thomas Toombs, Superintendent, and Mr. Curt
Fiese1, Children Services 'Di:vision Liaison Worker, to discuss the possi
bilityof conducting a research project at the Center.

~ubsequent

regarding plaming and data collection were held with Mr. Fiesel.

meetings
Final

contact with the prison ,involved interviews with Mr. Toombs and Mr. Fiesel
regarding their perceptions about their roles in the correctional setting
as well as their feelings about rehabilitation.
Data Collection
The data were collected by use of an interview schedule. (appendix B)

B
The tinal tom .of the interview schedule was devised atter pretesting at
the YWCA Prison Projeot in Portland, Oregon.

Prior to the pretest all

relevant material related to the topic was reviewed to ascertain what

content the interview should include.

The researchers also consulted

with Ms. Dorothy Baker, M.S.W. of the YWCA Prison Project tor the addi
tional input.

After the pretest the women who participated in the inter

view made comments and suggestions, some of which were inoorporated in

th€'i'i l1a l form of___ tW'e interview schedule.
The interview schedule was constructed to collect data in three
major areas: 1) demographic information, 2) attitudinal information
about feelings regarding their separation from their children, and 3)
information related to the wanen f s perception of the prison's role in
facilitating the maintenance of their relationship with their children.
The interview schedule administered via a personal one-to-one
interview was the only source of data collection.

The superintendent

indicated that the residents' personal files could be made available
for items related to social histor,y but the researchers chose not to
use them and to rely solely on the data as gained through the question
naires.
An

interview schedule was used to maximize the respondents'

involvement.

Additionally, due to the sensitive nature of the subject

matter, the researchers viewed the interview schedule as a means of
eliciting personal information within a supportive framework.
Sa.!!.Eling
At the time the research was conducted there were 61 residents of

9

which 39 were mothers.

From a population of 39 mothers, 34 volunteered

to participate in the study (89 percent).

Mr. Fiesel informed the women

shortly before the interviews began that three graduate students from
Portland state University would be coming to the Center to interview
mothers about their feelings about being separated from their children
and he emphasized the voluntary nature of their participation.

After

the interviews began, Mr. Fiesel's role involved infonnally scheduling
the residents for their interviews.

Each interviewer was given a separ

ate room to conduct the interview and when the interview was completed,
the interviewee or Mr. Fiesel would send in the next subject.
Interview Procedure
When the interviewee presented herself, she was given an intro
ductory explanation, (appendix A) and was asked if she had any questions.
It was decided beforehand that due to the nature of the questions and the
need for rapport that the researchers would be fairly open in their
approach to the interview.

Since the questions were quite subjective,

the interviewee was allowed to digress briefly if she felt the need to
respond to more than the stated question.
Quantification of the Data
The interview schedule was composed of free-answers or "open"
questions and probes.

Therefore the data had to be converted into

numerical form.

Each question was given a classification scheme or

"coding frame".

Initially there were a large number of coding frames

that were later collapsed.

Since the main purpose was description along

with the use of correlation between certain variables, the researchers

10

did not feel they lost any significant information by collapsing the
classification schemes. Raw data was used in the computation of demo
graphic info:nn.ation (age .. number of children, marital status etc.).
Follow-up Interview with Prison Officials
A1though the main thrust of the data colI action was confined to
interviewing the residents, the researchers felt it was important to
interview the administrators as well. (appendix C)

Several weeks after

interviewing the women the researchers returned to the Correctional
Center to interview Mr. Thomas Toombs and Mr. Curt Fiesel.

The main

objective was to obtain their perspecti've on many of the issues raised
in the responses of the women who were interviewed.

Interview topics

included: job description, goals of rehabilitation, the function of the
parole board and future trends related to women in the criminal justice
system.

The data collected in these interviews was used in the descrip

tion of the setting and in the analysis of the results.

CHAPTER TIl
THE SETTDIG

Founded in 1965, Oregon Women1s Correctional Center is a maximum
secllrity facili ty for female offenders.

It is situated south of Salem

next to the Oregon state Penitentiary and the Oregon State Correctional
Institution.

It is a one-story, two-building facility with a functional

capacity of 74.

when the questiormaire was administered there were 61

residents, which seems to be the characteristic population size.
The residents I rooms are located in two wings of the older build
ing.

Near the control room of the same building are two rooms where

inmates congregate, both of which ha've television sets.
cafeteria style in a large dining room.

Meals are served

Coffee is available at all times

in the dining room, and women also congregate in this area.
The new building, opened in the spring of 1975, houses the library,
classrooms, a multi-purpose room, the visiting room and the offices of
the Superintendent and several staff members.
tains a number of tables with hard back chairs.

The visiting room con
'!bere are toys and

children's books available for the children visitors.
The facility is surrounded by a cyclone fence.

The towers of the

adjacent men's penitentiar,y provide observance capability_

Within the

grounds are a baseball diamond, a swing set for children and several
picnic tables.

This area borders on a well-traveled public road.

In accordance with suggestions made in 1972 by an ad hoc committee
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of the Division of Corrections, several changes, designed to improve the
atmosphere of the penitentiary, were instituted.

A double lock system

was installed in the dormitory rooms so that the women could have keys to
their rooms to come and go as they pleased during the hours from 5:30 a.m.
to 10: 00 p.m.

The inmates were allowed to wear their own clothes and

decorate their rooms.

Restrictions on going out onto the grounds were

eliminated and outdoor visiting was allowed.

Visiting was expanded to

seven days a week, providing it did not interfere with the inmates' program.
THE PROORAM PLANNING tnlMITTEE AND RmABTI.,ITATION

A penitentiary serves two functions:

First, it protects society

from those found to be engaged in criminal activity.

Secondly, it attempts

to rehabilitate those serving time in order that they do not return to
criminal activity after release.

In 196, OWCC was basically a custodial

institution with no facilities for classes, therapy or recreation.

1969 a part-time teacher was hired to teach in the cells.

In

In 1972 the

Intergrated Rehabilitation Services project was implemerited on the phi
losophy that the women's rehabilitative needs could be most efficiently
met by drawing upon the social service and educational facilities within
the community rather than trying to provide everything within the prison.
The intergrated core team or Program Planning Committee as it came
to be called, serves three functions.

First, it helps each woman plan

a rehabilitative program and coordinates services to fit her needs.
The educational and job training resources, both inside and outside
the prison, are drawn upon.

If individual or group therapy is indicated

and openings are available, the referral is made.

Adjustment problems

1)
wi thin the institution are discussed.

also makes maintenance assignments.

The Program Planning Committee
Although construction of and parti

cipation in a rehabilitation program is not a requirement, all women

must participate in maintenance assignments.
The second function of the Program Planning Committee is to receive
reports on the social and program functioning of each wanan from various
staff members.
The third function is to review the woman's progress vis-a-vis the
reports recei'ved, make suggestions to the women and prepare a report for
the

P~role

Board.

Although participation in program planning is not man

datory, if a woman fails to participate, the Program Planning Committee
has little to report to the Parole Board.
The Program Planning Committee is made up of a Correction's Coun
selor, a Vocational Rehabilitation Specialist, a Children's Services
Di vision Social Worker, and 'Superintendent of the prison.

The former

three are employees of their respective divisions within the Department
of Human·Resources and are on loan to work within the penitentiar,y.
SERVICES AVAILABLE TO THE WCJmN

There are two full-time teachers at owec.

Those wanen who have

not completed the high school equivalency, the QED, are encouraged to
do so while in prison.

Orfice skills such as typing, bookkeeping and

shorthand are also taught.

The recreation therapist provides classes

in handicrafts, and a baseball team is being organized.

There are two

inmate clubs, the Spade Club and Imoge.
A psychiatrist is available for specifically requested evalua
tions.

He also sees several women for on-going therapy.

The part-time

lh
services of three psychologists are available.

A psychological intake is

done on each woman when she enters the institution.

There are three

weekly therapy groups available which women may elect to join.
Members of the

Program Planning Committee are available should the

women want to deal with personal problems outside a therapy situation
(not all women belong to groups).

The CSD liaison worker's duties

in

clude assisting in dealing with problems related to the imnates' chil
dren.

He helps them establish and maintain contact with the caretaker

of the children, assists them with legal problems, sometimes accompany
ing the inmate to court hearings J and conununicates with the county
Children's Services Di'vision. He also helps them with transition plan
ning.

In addition, educational facilities such as Chemeteka Community
College are used to further the training of women whose crime and eurrent
behavior indicate they can handle minimum security.

Eleven women are

currently enrolled in this college.
PAROLE
The Parole Board consists of three members appointed by the Governor.
The Parole Board meets once a month, usually with the inmate, to consider
the report of the Program Planning Committee and to question the woman
as to her progress and parole plans.
Parole Board until she has been at

An inmate does not go before the

O~

for six months.

The Board has

three options: 1) to parole, 2) to deny parole or 3) to set-over.
parole is denied, the inmate must serve out her sentence.
over, she comes before the Board again.

If

If she is set

There are no spelled out proced
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urea concerning the

re~nsibi1ity

of the Parole Board to explain to the

inmate the reason for set-over or denial of parole.

Factors determining

whether an inmate should be paroled include whether she is a physical
threat to the community, whether she can be maintained and supervised
in the communitY', the nature

ot her offense, the reco1llllendations of the

Program Planning Committee ss to her reported beha-vior and progress in
the penitentiary, how realistic her parole plan is, and the position of
the community,espec1ally the judge. -Ninety percent of the women are
released on parole.
CONTACT WITH THE 00 TSIDE
The inmate maintains contact with relatives and friends outside
through phone calls, letters, -visits and- passes.
Phone calls-must be made collect, but'there are no restrictions
on the number of calls made.

The resident asks the eontrol room opera

tor to place the call and then takes the call -fran a _phone booth near
the control room.

Once a week the CSD liaison worker allows the inmate

mother a free "tie line" call to her children or their caretakers.
There are no limitations on letters.
Each resident is allowed a visitinglist of ten people, all of
whom must pass a police check.

Disqualificqtions are made on the basis

of criminal record, known involvement in drugs or parole status.

In

cases where visiting interferes with an inmate's program, restrictions
may be placed on particular visitors, time ofnsit, or number of visits.
Requests for passes, usually

48 hours duration, are submitted to

<1/

the Program Planning Committee and if approved there, are forwarded to
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CHAPTER IV
RESEARCH RESULTS

DESCRIPTION OF THE POPUl,ATION
The mean age of the women interviewed was 28.4.

Sixty-eight percent

of the women were in their twenties, eighteen percent, in their thirties
and eighteen percent in their forties.

Eighteen percent of the women

were married while thirty-eight percent had current relationships with a
man, and forty-four percent were divorced and/or had no current relation
ship.

In total, fifty-six percent of the respondents were, at,the time,

involved in relationships with men.
never been married.

Twenty-one percent of the women had

It was detennined that forty-four percent of the

women had had one meaningful relationship with a man, thirty-two percent
had two meaningful relationships and twenty-four percent had had three.
The number of children of the respondents ranged from one to eight.
Thfrty-eight percent of the women have one child, forty-one percent have
two or three children and twenty-one percent have four or more children.
By combining the last two figures we find that sixty-two percent have two
or more children.
The age of the children involved ranges from ten weeks to twenty
seven years.

Ninety-one percent of the women have at least one child in

the age group zero to eleven years. Sixty-five percent of the women have at
least one child in,the age group zero to five years, the formative years.
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Breaking these groups down, it is found that twenty-six percent of the
women have one or more children age zero to two years, and forty-seven
percent have one or more children age three to five. years.

Thirty-eight

percent have at least one latency aged chilo, in the age group six to
eleven years.

Twenty-four percent of the interviewees have at least one

child twelve or over.

This statistic allows one woman to fall into

several categories if she has chiloren in more than one age group (see
Table I).
In seventy-nine percent of the families the children in that fam
ily had the same father.

In fifty-nine percent of the families there

is a close father figure involved, not necessarily, however, the biologi

cal father.
TABLE I
PERCENTAGE OF lrlOMEN WHO HAVE CHILrREN IN VARIOUS AGE GROUPS

47;c

-

0-2

3-5

6-11

!

24%

l2-over

i·~ women ha·ving children in age bracket 0-11 years
women having children in age bracket 0-5. -.-years
.-----
.

~.

I

--~---~

.
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Seventy-four percent of the mothers were 11ving with their children
prior to incarceration. When asked if they had ever been away from their
children for any length of time, sixty-eight percent indicated they had
had only occasional brief sepatations (under four weeks), or had never
been separated.

The remainder, thirty-two percent, had previously ex

perienced chronie separations, i.e., foster care, loss of custody or
separation due to prior incarceration.
To attain an indication of stability or lack of stability in the
families of origin, the women were asked if they had ever been away from
their mother (or mother and father) in their own childhood.

Fifty-six

percent of the respondents indicated that they had never experienced
separation while nine percent had been separated for a period under one
year and thirty-five percent had experienced chronic separations for
over a year.

Of these, twenty-one percent had been in institutions.

There was no relationship found between having had separation experience
in the family of origin and having had separation experience from one's
own children.*
In terms of our sample the crimes committed can be grouped into
three categories:

forty-nine percent of the respondents committed crimes

against property, thirty-six percent committed drug related crimes, and
fifteen percent committed assaultive crimes.
Thirty-two percent of the respondents had been at OWCO for zero to
three months, fifty percent had been there four to twelve months and
eighteen percent had been there thirteen months or longer.
length

2

o~

The averagP

stay at the time the questionnaire was administered was thirteen

x :: .02$1, p> .05 df=l
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months.
Many of these women had however been away from their ohildren for
longer, in that most had served time in a coonty jail before being
sentenced at OWCC.

Fifteen percent had been separated from their chil

dren zero to three months, forty-four percent had been separated from
four to twelve months and forty-one percent had been separated thirteen
months or longer.
When this group of mothers was surveyed for education and job
background, it was found that fifty-six percent were high school gradu
ates, while forty-one percent had oompleted from nine to eleven years of
school and three percent had dropped out before the ninth grade.

Forty

two percent of the high school graduates had completed some college,
while seventeen percent of them had had some vocational training, beyond
high school.
Before their arrest, forty-one percent of the women were working
while fifty-nine percent were not.
history.

Only fifteen percent had no work

The jobs held were broken down into ten categories.

In

Table II can be seen the distribution of the ten types of work most
frequently held by the respondents.

The number of jobs does not corre-

spond to the number of cases because all the principal jobs for each
inmate are listed, and thus one person may be represented more than
once in these figures.
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TAm,E II

TlPES OF JOBS MOST WIDELY HELD BY RESPONDENTS
Frequency
1.
2•

3.

4•

5.

6.

7•

8.
9.

10.

Restaurant work
1,
Office work
13
Factory work
11
Hospital work
,
Sales
3
Cashier
3
Domestic
3
Bank teller
3
Motel manager
2
Other (stripper, child care,
computer operator, air control,
landscaper, arts & crafts
teacher
7

Eighty-six percent of the women with work histories stated they
liked at least one of the jobs they had held and fifty-nine percent in
dicated they would return to one of the job categories in which they had
work experience. When asked if they earned enough money "to make it",
sixty-two' percent said they had.

It was not determined if the women had

additional sources of income to help support them and their children.
The women were asked whether they were receiving training while
incarcerated at OWCC.

Fifty-nine percent of them were receiving some

kind of training at OWCC while eighteen percent of the sample were atten
ing Chemeteka Community College.
not receiving any training.

TWenty-six percent reported they were

Of those who were receiving training at OWCC,

forty percent stated this consisted of classes including Value Clarifica
tion and Charm.

Sixty percent reported they were learning secretarial

and bookkeeping skills.

Of those attending Chemeteka, thirty-three percent

were taking liberal arts courses and sixty-six percent were enrolled in
courses which were preparing them for jobs.
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ATTITUDES ANI) FEELINGS RELATED TO SEPARATION FRGi CHILDREN

When asked to prioritize three areas of concern from a list of ten
possible responses related to child, prison experience and outside con
cerns, the wanen responded in the following manner.

First priority:

Seventy-four percent were child related concerns, twenty percent were
prison concerns and six percent were concerns relating to life outside
the prison.

Second priority:

Seventy-six percept were child related

concerns, twenty-four percent were outside concerns and there were no
prison concerns listed as a second priority.

Third priority:

Twenty-

six percent were child concerns, twenty-six percent were outside concerns
and forty-eight percent were prison concerns.
TA~E

III

.PRIORITY OF CONCERN

-----.-----:----to\-------..--.-.. .--..--.-..--.. . . .--.-.-.-.-.-.---10~

1st Priority

2nd Priority

3rd Priority

76%

48%
25%

24%

26%

26%
I

I

I

I

_(tl_

I
I

O_I~..;.~_ild~r:l.S()~.Lqu:t-Sicl_El ~~~ri~~n..Qu~~!d~ Ch!!~~isQn Outside!
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QUESTICfiS RELATED TO THE PLACEMlBT OF CHILDREN

The children of the mothers surveyed fall into the following cate
gories: ~enty percent of the women reported their children were in
foster homes, sixty-two percent reported their children were with rela
tives and eighteen percent were in
relativ~

and foster home care).

~lit

placements (combination of

Fifty-nine percent of the mothers

responded that they had a choice in where their children were placed.
Thirty-five percent did not-have a choice and six percent had a choice
in one placement, but not the other.

Se'venty percent of the mothers

reported that they were satisfied with the placement, while twenty-one
percent were notsatisried and nine percent were satisfied with one
placement and not the other ( split) •
their areas of satisfaction.

The mothers were asked to specify

Their responses fell into two categories;

satisfaction with emotional needs and satisfaction with material needs.
Sixty-two percent reported that they were satisfied that their child's
emotional needs were being met while twenty-eight percent were not
satisfied and ten percent fell into the split category.

Eighty-one

percent reported that they were satisfied that their child's material
needs were being met while sixteen percent were not satisfied and three
percent fell into the split category.
The mothers were asked to what degree they were involved with the
care of their children.

Forty-four percent responded that they did have

some input into their child I s care and fifty percent reported that they
did not.

Six percent had involvement with one child's care but not the

other (split).

Fourteen percent of the mothers chose to have no involve

ment with child's care.

or

the mothers who reported they were involved,
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fifty-three percent stated they had low involvement and thirty-three per
cent had high involvement.

To determine if there was a relationship

between the child's placement (foster home, with family or split) and
the degree of the mother's involvement, a chi square analysis was used.*
A signiticant relationship between these two factors was found to exist.
Mothers whose children were placed with non-family members were found to
,have less involvement with their child's care than mothers whose children
were placed with relatives.
'mE CHnD' SAWARENESS OF '!HE 110'IRER'S SITUA'l'ION

The mothers of children over two years of age were asked if their
children knew where they were.
knew they vere in prison.
where they were.

They were not asked if their children

Fifty percent stated that their children knew

Thirty-seven percent reported that their children did

not know where they were and thirteen percent stated that due to split
placements, some of the ohildren knew and some did not.

Twenty-seven per

cent of the respondents told the children themselves, while sixty-seven
percent reported that someone else had told the children and six percent
fell into the split categor.y.
Thirty-eight per.cent of the mothers indicated that their children
had been told the truth either by themselves or someone else. Forty-one
percent reported their children were not told the truth either by them
selves or by saneone else, and twenty-one percent felt there were con
flicting stories told by different people involved with their children.

*~

= 6.07 p <:

.05

df=l

Of the mothers whose ohildren knew the truth about their situation
ninety-one percent were satisfied with the explanation given to the ohil
drenand nine percent were not satisfied.

Of the mothers who reported

that their children did not know the truth about their situation, thirtynine percent were satisfied with the explanation while fifty-one percent
were not satisfied.

Thirty-four percent of the mothers talk about the

explanation-with their ohildren and sixty-six percent do not talk about
it.
MODES OF COMMUNICATION

The inmate mothers communicate with their children through visits,
teJephone calls and/or letters.

Sixty-two percent of the mothers sur

veyed receive visits from their ohildren.

Fifty peroent have telephone

contact with their ohildren and thirty-fi ve percent communicate through
letters.
dren.

Fifteen percent have no communication at all with their chil

These categories are not mutually exclusive.
IV

TABLE

MODES OF COMMUNICATION

100%

50%

50%

~. ~ 13:t uu~~ ----I

+---25_%

____ _

u

_ _

Visits Phone Letters No Communication

I
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VISITS
Twenty-four percent of the mothers receive visitsfrom their chil
drenonce a week.

Twenty-one percent report they visit once a month and

twelve percent have visits once every three months.

Another twelve per

cent receive visits once every four months or more and thirty-two percent
re~eive

no visits from their children.

Twenty-six percent of the mothers

were satisfied with the number of visits they receive and seventy-four
percent were not satisfied.
When asked what they perceived were the major barriers to more
frequent visits they responded as follows:

Thirty-two percent listed

transportation and money as a barrier, twenty-six percent reported resis
tance from e.S.D. as a barrier, nine percent listed their relatives as a
barrier, and six percent cited a combination of relative and e.S.D.
resistance as a barrier.

Twenty-four percent perceived no barriers to

more frequent visits.
When the respondents were asked if there was anything they could do
to increase the number of visits, thirty-three percent indicated they
were acti"vely attempting to deal with the problem and sixty-seven percent
said they felt there was nothing they could do.

The transportation and

money barrier was not included in this question since it was felt that
there was little a respondent could do in this area.
The inmate mothers were asked who decides when a visit will take
place.

Twenty percent indicated they decide while eighty percent reported

that others decide when their children will visit.
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opmION ABOUT A DAY-CARE FACILITY WI'lHm '!HE PRISON

The idea of having a day-care facility at the penitentiary for the

children of the mothers was presented to the respondents.

Seventy-nine

percent stated they would approve of such an arrangement while six percent
did not approve.

Fifteen percent gave a qualified answer which generally

indicated that they would be comfortable with the concept if tbe facility
was closely supervised.
EMOTIONS ASSOCIATED WITH SEPARATION FRCM CHILDREN

Each respondent was given a list of feelings and emotions.

They

were then asked to check the feelings they had experienced in relation
ship to their separation from their children.

The following table is a

computation of the feelings expressed by the mothers in the order of
frequency and percentage with Which ,they occurred.
TABLE V
FREQUENCY OF SPECIFIC EMOTIONS ELICITED 'IHROUGH SEPARATION

1. Worried
2.

3.

4.

5.
6.
7.
8.
0/

.

10.

11.
12.

13.

Empty
Helpless
Guilty
Afraid
Angry
Bitter
Ashamed
Resentful
Thankful
Numb
Relieved
Paralyzed

27 - 79%

20 - 59%
20 - 59%

17 - 5aJ;
13 - 38%
10 - 29%
7 - 21%
6 - 18%

6 - 18%
5 - 15%
2 - 6%
1 - 3%
1 - 3%

-The respondents
feelings.

The

'Here

ref~rents

aJ so asked to give a referent for the selec-ted

fell into the following categories: 1) self, 2)

self-child, 3) child, 4) interpersonal, 5) prison related, 6) systems
related.

Table VI indicates the frequency of the referents.

Table VII

depicts the emotion and the frequency of the associated referent.
,TABLE VI

FREQUENCY OF REFERENTS

Ere guenc l.

Referent
1.

]:5

2.

62
17

Self
Self-child
3. Child
4. Interpersonal
5. Prison
6. Systems

14

17
9

TABLE VII

EMOTIONS WITH FREQUENCY OF REFERENT
Inter
-Self Self-Child Child personal Prison Systems
1.
2.

3.

4.
?

6.

7.

8.

9.
10.
"'II.
12.
13.

Angry
2
Bitter
1
Relieved
Thankful
Worried
Ashamed
2
Guilty
2
ParalyZed
Empty
2
Numb
1
Resentful
Helpless
2
Afraid
J

2
2

2
1

1

2

2

3

5
13

4

9

lh

2

2

1

13

3

1
2

1

11

:3

2

'3

1

2

2
1

2.t

1

2

2
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SEPARATICN CcNCERNS

The respondents were given a set of cards with a possible concern
on each card.

They were asked" to remove the cards that did not apply J

and to prioritize the remaining concerns.

The concerns were classified

as follows: 1) loss of attachment, 2) loss of ch::J.ld's respect due to
incarceration, 3) caretaker encroachment on maternal bond, 4) self con
cerns after release, and

5) loss of custody of the child. Frequency,

percentage and combined percentage are listed on Table VIII (page 30).
The combined figure represents the percentage of respondents listing at
least one of the concerns as pertinent to her.
The final section of the interview involved f1 ve open ended
question sets related to the quality of visits, feelings associated
with the visits, the effect of the separation on parenting ability,
and the major problems resulting from the separation.

Tables IX, X,

XI, XII and XIII represent the women's perceptions in the above
areas.

TA9LE VIII
SEPARATION CCECERNS

P-ercent
listing at
least one
Frequency Percent in group

$0

I. Loss of Attachment
child love me?
Will my child remember me?
~iill

II.

my

LDSS of Child's Respect Due to Imprisonment
Will my child be able to respect me after this?
Will I be able to talk about being in prison with my
child after I get out?

11

38
32

14

41

13

32

1.3

,3

i

III.

IV.

v.

Encroachment on Maternal Bond
Will my child think the person who is taking care of
hitr./her is a better lOOther than I am?
Will my child become more attached to the person who
is taking care of him/her than he/she is to me?
Will the person caring for my child turn my child
against me?

64

C~retaker

13

32

13

32

8

24

Self Ooncerns After Release
Will I be able to work and support my child?
Will I feel like keeping house and taking care of
my children after this?

9.

26

1.

3

1.oss of Custody of Child
Will my child be taken away from me?

9.

26

"

~

w

o

31
TABLE IX
~UALITY

OF VISIT -

ACTIVITY TAKING PLACE

Frequency

Peroentage

6
6

27
27
9
9
9

Interpersonal-enjoyable
Play
Nurturing

2
2
2
2

child contact
Weakened affectional bond
Anxiety---fear of loss of child
Activity and talk of future plans
Interpersonal---situational anxiety
~nterpersonal---diluted

,
9

5

1
1

~total

TABLE X
DIFFERENCES BETWEEN BEmG AT HOME
WITH CHILD AND PRISCfi VISITS

Frequency

Percentage

4
4

22

J os s of mothering role---Ifdoing for"
No time to nurture mother-child bond
Inhibited setting
Exaggerated intensity of relationship
in 'visit setting
.
Nota part of child's growth process
Tension producing setting
No difference

22

3

17

3

17

2
1
1

10
6

6

iCrtotal

MOTHERS' FEELINGS AFTER VISIT WITH CHILD

Sood
Down
Suppressed emotions
Anger
Depressed
Hard to separate
Alone and feel ing empty
Confused
Uncontrollable emotion-expressed

Frequency

Percentage

4

18

2

8
2

4
1

1
22'total

9

36

9

18

5
5

32
TABLE XII
}10THERS' PERCEPTION OF '!HE EFFECT OF SEPARATION
.FROM CHn·DREN rn PARENTmO ABILITY

Jrequency

Percentage

15

lio problem
Increased appreciation of children
Difficulty in catching up with grmith
Old enough to get along
Anxiety but will overcome
Will be more strict in future
Will be too permissive from guilt
Will be tested
Anxiety
Don't know

47

4

13
13

1~

6
6
3
3
3
3
3

2
2
1
1
1
1
1

32 total

TABLE IIII

}:10'IHERS' PERCEPTION OF THE MAJOR PROBI,EMS
,ARISmG FROM SEPA..R.ATION

Frequency
Adjustment to changes in child
because of differences in care
taker's values in child raising
Fear of rejection
Child's secllrity and welfare
Fersonal insecurity in mother
role resulting from separation
Physical separation (concrete)
Foar of loss through system
Psychological loss---grow apart
Unfulfilled mother role
None

Percentage

7 .

20

6

18

5

15

4

12
8
6
6
3
12

3
2
2
1

4

Thtotal

CHAPTER V

ANALYSIS OF THE DATA
In order to explore the feelings and attitudes of mothers in prison
toward spearation from their children, this first objective was divided
into three areas: 1) priority of mother role, 2) evidence of mother-child
attachment and )

indication of grief and loss.

In supporting these

topics, much of the same material from the structured interview is used
repetitively_
The second objective, that of exploring the effects of imprison
ment on the mother-child relationship, is obtained from the womens'
statements regarding 1) carmunication patterns, 2) involvement in the care
of their children while in placement and )

satisfaction with the status

of the latter two issues.

In the final objective, system supports in maintaining the mother
child bond were reviewed, in light of the implications gleaned from ex
ploring'the feelings and attitudes of mothers in prison as well as their
ability to maintain a satisfactor,y relationship with their children.
THE PRIORITY OF THE MOTRER ROLE
The biological route to motherhood is the same for all women, but
the social route is not.

Sociologically considered, mo'therhood is a

position in a social structure.

This position is tied to other roles in

a set of interconnected groups of institutions.

Each position is socially
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defined in terms of a set of expectations.

The expectations that def!ne

a position in one population group differ from those that define the same
position in another population group.

Consequently, social context is an

important element to consider when viewing the role of mother.
There is a complex interplay of social factors involved in mother
hood and when the mother is separated from her child due to incarceration
the complexity is heightened.
sources: one is rooted in her

A woman's mothering behavior has two re
p~sio10gy;

and the other evolves as an

expression of her personality which has developed under environmental
influences. 26 The scope of this study does not allow for an extensive
investigation of the past environmental influences, and therefore the
research is limited to the woman's current functioning and her feelings
about being separated from her children.
The separation from children is profoundly felt by the women at
OWCC where sixty-four percent of the population are mothers.

The impact

of the separation from children is evident in a response to a question
asking the women to prioritize the concerns they have experienced while
in prison.

Seventy-four percent of the mothers listed child concerns as

thejr first priority and seventy-six percent of the mothers indicated
child concerns as their second priority. (see Table III)

These priorities

concur with those reported by Ward and Kasselbaum in their study of a
woman's prison. 27
Without arguing the issue of the determinants of social roles--
whether they are factors in biological make-up or cultural or psycholo
gical---there are important implications for contemporary roles, needs
and behavior arising from the division of labor among men and wamen. 28

/

3$
The women in this study seem to bring to prison with them identities and
self perceptions which are based principally on familial roles such as
wi ves, girlfriends, mothers, and their related roles.

Giallombardo

noted the same role deliniation in her study of social roles in a prison
for women. 29

The women do not appear to be heavily invested in their

occupation.

The occupational history of the women surveyed indicated

sporadic employment in jobs Which require limited skills and formal train
ing and they can be easily entered and left or worked pa rt time. (Bee
Table II)
Although it can be argued that the "home" roles that the respon
dents ascribe to are the basis for the o?cupational limitations they
encounter,30 the vast majority of the women surveyed (eighty-six percent)
liked their jobs and fifty-nine percent would go back to one of the jobs
they have had.

Several of the women who indicated they would not go back

to their job did so because their crime was involved with their job,
(forgery, embezzlement etc.) but would return if they could.

One respon

dent summed it up by saying, "SUre, I'd go back to the cannery.
money is good and the people who work the re are friendly. 1f

The

The women

appear tovie-w their jobs as a source of financial maintenance and social
outlet rather than as a source of social prestige or self esteem.
Although the women were not questioned on their feelings about
family orientation per se, there are indications in the data that they
are invested in a family unit as well as their role as a mother.

Their

relationship pattern reflects relatively stable interpersonal functioning
with seventy-six percent of the respondents indicating they had had one
or two significant relationships.

Additionally, se"venty-nine percent of
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the women stated that their children have the same biological father which
would indicate that bearing children wi thin an on-going relationship
(marital or otheIWise) is valued by the women.
Perhaps one of the most significant measures of the woman's invest
ment in her role as mother 1s her presence in the home with the children.
Prior to incarceration, seventy-tour percent of the women were living with
their children.

Also, for sixty-eight percent of the women this separa

tion was the first they had experienced.

The data repeatedly points to

the fact that for the inmate mother, role organization around the socia11
zationof the children is an important axis of self esteem and of inter
personal feedback and definition.
For most of the mothers at OWCC visits from their children are
very important.

Yet, at the same time a visit is also a painful reminder

of the effect the separation is having on their mother-child bond.

The

data again strongly supports the concept that for the majority of the
women surveyed their self definition is confined largely to the area of
mothering.

When asked to describe the differences between being with

their children in the home and visiting at the Correctional Center,
fifty-four percent of the women who received visits indicated disposses
sion of the mother role as the most significant difference.

(No time to

nurture the mother-child bond-twenty-two percent, loss of mother role
ability to do !or-twenty-two percent, and not being a part of the childts
growth process-ten percent) (see Table X)
The researchers are in agreement with Minuchin, et al who state
that it seems quite likely that conceptualizations about mother-child
interactions based solely on individual interview data may be invalid; the
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actual facts of a dyadic system are more accessible when unfolded in real
interaction. 31 Nevertheless the researchers feel the women's perceptions
of themselves are crucial to understanding the dynamics of the separation
experience.
Undoubtedly there are some readers ..rho will find this polarization
toward the traditional female role disheartening and a further indication
of distorted structuring of life alternatives. 32

The women's movement has

effectively brought these issues to the forefront.

However it cannot be

r.t.ss'llmed that all women find the singular role of mother to be a unsatis
factor,y experience.

As Zalba aptly states, it is quite possible that the

role of mother is crucial to the inmate mother and her separation from her
children and the concomitant major changes in her role strikes directly at
her essential personal identity and self-image as a woman. 33 The research
ers feel the polarization toward the traditional female role is due to a
multiplicity of determinants and failure to examine the dynamics of their
unique experience would be ignoring the social context within which the
women function.
For whatever reason, and there appear to be many, the majority of
the women who participated in this study gave numerous indications that
their sense of self depends on fulfilling the mother role.

To summarize,

the priority of the mother role is substantiated in the follOWing areas:
1) overriding concern for their child's welfare as exemplified in the
-prioritizAtion of concerns, 2) lack of investment in occupational status,
3) stable relationship patterns and bearing children within an on-going

relationship, 4) physical presence in the home and low percentage of
previous long term separations from children and

5) focused awareness on
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the dispossession of the mother role.

It sl10uld be made clear at this

point that the researchers cannot fully assess the formation of this
priority on the basis of one interview.

Consequently, it cannot be

determined whether the investment in the mother role is healthy or
unhealthy, adapti ve· or 'maladaptive, real or unreal.
EVIDENCE OF MOTHER-GHILD ATTACHMENT

Before one can consider separation as having an impact on an
individual, there must be some attachment to an object, the quality and
depth of which partially determine the significance of the experience.
Though our questionnaire did not attempt to ascertain the quality of the
relationship between mothers and their children, there are several indi
cators that reflect the basic assumption of the existence of an emotional
bond or attachment.
There is good evidence that most children develop strong attach
ments to their parents. 34 Though there is great individual variation in
the strength and distribution of attachments, normal development of a
child requires attachment behavior as a fundamental characteristic of the
mother-child relationship_

In the United states, children under the age

of five years and in the custody of their biological parents, are generally
in the care of their mother.

This presumption is utilized in guiding

courts in determining the best interests of the Child,35 and is cultur
ally reinforced through sex roles.

Of the thirty-four mothers interviewed

twenty-two had children under the age of five years, seventeen of whom
had never been separated from their children before.

In addition to

children in the critical first five years, those who are eleven years and
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younger are also dependent on their parents for the development of their
identity and sex roles.
level of development.

Thirty-one of the mothers had children at this
Combining the above data, it can be said that

ninety-one percent of the mothers interviewed have dependent children in
need of consistent parent bonds (see Table I).
As well as reflecting her investment in the mother role, one of
the strongest indicators that the majority of mothers had an on-going
relationship with their children was the fact that seventy-four percent
of them were living together before the arrest.

The degree of crisis in

volved in the enforced separation is hinged partly on past experiences of
separation.

Sixty-eight percent of the mothers had never been away from

their children.

Those who had previously been detached from their chil

dren or were not living with them before imprisonment, gave the main
reason as being that of previous incarceration.
Additional evidence of mother-child attachment is noted in the
fact that seventy-six percent of the mothers indicated the problem of
being away from their children or worrying'ahout how the children were
doing as a top concern while in prison.

All of the mothers expressed

the latter concerns as first or second choice when stating what worried
them most while in prison.

Worry as one possible sequence of a caring

relationship, particularly by a parent for the child, was communicated by
eighty percent of the mothers.

Prevailing themes in discussing their

concerns include the child's well being and happiness, as well as the
effect of being separated on the relationship.

Of the thirty-four

mothers, twenty-six expressed an overriding major problem resulting froTr,
their incarceration would be the effect on the bond with their children.

('
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To summarize, there are three significant areas that indicate evi
dence of mother-child bonds by the wanen interviewed in this study: 1)
the predominance of children involved that are under the age of eleven
years and in need of parental care, 2) the lack of previous separation
experience except for past incarceration, and 3) the overwhelming repeti
tion of concern and worr.y by the mothers for their children.
INDICATIONS OF GRIEF AND LOSS

It has been shown that for the women in this study the mother role
provides a source of identity which they do not attain in their other
social roles.

The data also indicates that an attachment, a bond, does

exist for the majority of the mothers, even though this stu dy provide s no
definitive measure of the quality of the bond.
Therefore the loss due to separation invOlves loss of the mother
role and loss of the children themselves.

Examination of the content of

the grief response experienced through enforced separation is not, however,
clear and simple.

Unlike studies dealing with the adult grief reaction to

death by Lindemann or Kubler-Ross or that done by- :Ek>wlby on children who
are separated from their parents, the grief reaction at mothers separated
from their children through incarceration is compounded by the multiplicity
of the loss experienced. These women experience loss of liberty and
social acceptance, loss of material comfort, loss of heterosexual

~elat10n

ships, loss of personal autonomy and loss of security---those los.ses
sustained through imprisonment,36 as well as those endured as a mother.
The grief of the loss of the child is therefore altered and shaped by the
context of deprivation within which it occurs.
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Despite the complexity of this loss experience, the literature on
loss and grief through death and separation can be used as a framework
from whioh to depart.

Bowlby's second stage of separation, that of des-,

pair can be characterized by a wide spectrum of emotions and responses
as described by numberous authors.

Those most often reported in nomal

grief are emptiness, sadness, helplessness, loneliness, anger, guilt,
depressi've symptoms, somatic

s~tOtns

and a preoccupation with thoughts

of the lost one.
The grief content of the inmate mothers of this study seem to
correspond to the grief content found as respon ses to other losses such
as death.

Sigriificant information relating to grief content was elicited

in the interview process, particularly in the feeling-referent section
(see Tables V, VI,VII) and 1n the section dealing with concerns eXperifjtnced
by mothers who have been separated from their children due to incarceration
(see Table VIII).

The feelings most often mentioned in the former section

were emptiness, helplessness, guilt, anger, fear and worry.
The repe rted feelings cannot be assumed, however, to represent the
actual dynamics of grief in these mothers.

The interview schedule could

not ascertain where and to what extent defenses against feelings such as
repression, denial, displacement and projection, occurred nor to what ex
tent answersrenected the interviewees desire to gi've responses desired
by the interviewers.

Nevertheless, the data can be viewed as subjective

reportage, an exploratory attempt to gain an understanding of the grief
content.
In the following discussion the grief content of the respondents
will be explored and the possible dynamics of the reaction presented.
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Emptiness was a feeling experienced 'bt fifty-nine, percent of the
mothers interviewed.

'lbe referent elicited was overwhe1ming17 se1f

child oriented, s1xty-tivepercent.

Responses such

8S

"part of me is

gone", "they were 1nylife", and "I miss not doing tor them"prevailed"
reflecting both the loss ot the children and the loss of the maternal
role.

Predominant in the responses was a sense of 'VOid as a result of

an integral part of their lives having been taken away.
Mandelbaum, in his discussion on the significanoe of chUd place
ment to parents, notes that after placement parents fear the energy they
have put into the struggle of parenting will be gone and "the vacuum
oreated in their lives beoause of the child's absence will oause them to
lose momentum, their reason for struggle, their reason for existence."37
The frustration over having lost the total role but still trying
to maintain the bond isbrooght out by the high percentage response,
fifty-nine percent, to the emotion" helplessness.

Themes mentioned here

include helplessness at not being able to continue the mothering of the
child" being able to meet the child's needs while in prison.

The poig

nancy of the frustration is illustrated by statements similar to" "I
a mother but I have to depend on others to mother m;y child."

&111

The,. wanted

to be doing things tor their child themselves, wanted to be a part of
their child's growth process, and wanted to make sure the child was taken
care of in the way theywau1d if they were there.

Many

ot the selt-ch11d

referents in response to the emotion, worry, reflected similar feelings.
Another refiection of such feelings was attained when the mothers
whose children visited were asked to talk about the differences between
being with their child at home and prison visits.

Fitty-four percent of
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the

re~onses

were reflections of the dispossession of the mother role

(see Table X).
Feelings of helplessness and dependency experienced in relation
ship to the maternal role are compounded by the helplessness incurred as
a result of the loss of autonomy associated with institutionalization.
Sykes states that "the frustration of the prisoner's ability to make
choices and the frequent refusals to pro'vide an explanation for the
regulations and commands descending from the bureaucratic staff involve
a profound threat to the prisoner's self image because they reduce the
prisoner to the weak, helpless, dependent status of childhood. ,,)8
This deprivation of autonomy represents a serious threat to the prisoner's
self image.

Several imnates renected on the anxiety they felt about ad

justing to such everyday responsibilities as cooking after they were
released.

Slrkhart's extensi've in-depth interviews repeatedly emphasize

the pain experienced through forced dependency. 39

The feelings of

helplessness, sustained through separation, therefore are compounded and
extended through institutionalization.

This indicates that resolution

of these feelings would be more complex within the prison setting.
Although depression was not directly explored, it did come out
as a response to feelings experienced after the inmates recei"ved visits
from their children.

Thirty-six of the women who received visits reported

that they felt depressed after the visit, while eighteen percent felt
alone and empty.

The majority of the women, whether they felt angry,

depressed, confused, or empty stated that they took these feelings to
their rooms to deal with in privacy.
emotions with other inmates.

Few felt they could share their

Only eighteen percent of the women reported
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they felt good after visits. (see Table XI)

Visits, although desired,

served to remind them of the pain of loss. Psycho-dynamically, depres
sion is an emotional state in "Which anger is not allowed expression, but
rather is directed inwards towards the self.

It is an expression of 108s

and helplessness in the face of that 10ss. 40 Phyllis Chesler notes that
our society tends to restrict females to depression rather than agression
as a response to 10ss.41
Anger is an emotion that is diffioult to accept both by the angry
person and by those in his environment.

y~t

anger as a response to

separation and loss has been found to be integral part of the grief pro
cess. 42

A total of fifty percent of the women in this study expressed

either anger or bitterness in relationship to the separation from their
child.

The referents of the anger were widely dispersed between inter

personal (largely husband or father figure), prison, systems, self-child
or self.

Themes expressed in the referents were often related to disap

pointment in the lack of support of the mother-ohi1d relationship by
those from whom support was expected.
Anger needs a tangible recipient.

The bereaved finds it diff1

cult to be angry at something as intangible as loss.

The woman may

perceive the cause of the loss to originate in herself or to be a result
of the unfairness of the system.

Or, she may seem to accept the separa

tioD and be angry at the lack of support received.

It is important to

recognize that no matter what object the anger is directed at, and no
matter how valid the anger at that object is, a large portion of the
anger is nevertheless the result of the loss and the pain attached to it.
Expression of the anger 1sdifficult within an institution where
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w.aintenance of order is essential.

It is especially difficult wi thin the

prison setting where anger, little understood by the angry person himself
and often greatly displaced, can be misinterpreted by inmates as well as
staff and can easily reflect on one's adjustment and result in an unfavor
able parole report.

Inmates are well aware of this and therefore expend

considerable energy in suppression of anger.

Yet working through the anger

exploring its causes and· dissipating it through expression is essential to
processing the grief.
Both the literature on grieving and that on filial deprivation
stress guilt as a strong oomponent of the grieving response. 43,44

The

bereaved reproaohes himself for not having done better in the past, and
for the loss i teelf •
inmate mothers.

This emotion was expressed by fifty percent of the

The majority of the referents, eighty-two percent, were

self-child oriented.

The guilt was not reported as relating to the commis

sion of a crime but rather to depriving their children of their care through
being imprisoned.

They expressed guilt and pain that their children were

suffering for what they had done.

Several were acutely aware that their

imprisonment might scar their child's emotional development.
Guil t at not being with the child is complicated by the nature of
the separation.

No other separation provokes the degree of social stigma

as does imprisornnent.

Forty-one percent of the respondents were ooncerned

about whether their child "would respect them after this", and thirty
eight percent were concerned about whether they would be able to "talk
about being in prison with my child when I get out."

Combining these

two statistics, it is found that fifty-three percent of the women mentioned
either one or the other of these concerns as pertinent to them. (see

h6
T~ble

VIII)

ThA data ghows, therefore, that for many of the inmate moth.

era the combination of guilt at not being with their child and the loss

of face and respect in relation to their child by having been imprisoned

represents a very difficult issue.
'!his point is further emphasized by the fact that in sixty-two per
cent of the families the child was either told a false story about where
the mother was or was told coni"licting s,tories.

While most mothers whose

children were told (or who told their children) the truth were satisfied
with the explanation given (ninety-one percent), forty-one percent of
those Who told false stories were not, and thirty-nine percent were.
A chi square value was obtained on the relationship between 1)
presence of concern about whether the child would respect the mother
and whether the mother would be able to talk about being in prison with
the child afterwards and 2) whether the mother had told her child the
truth about where she was.

It was found that a statistical relationship

does exist.* Although many of the mothers who did not tell the truth
about imprisonment gave the impression they fel t it was more important to
conc~al

the reality from their children, the relationship would suggest

t.hat telling the truth reduces concern and not telling the truth results
in continuance of such concern.

Consider'lng the reciprocity of the mother

child relationship, it would seem that a lowering of the apprehension
ahout hOli the child will recive her vlould result in the mother being
better able to re-establish the band after release.
Guilt, therefore, produces fear of loss of respect due to the
st.igma att.'lched to imprisonment.

Separation from their children also
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represents a threat to the mother-child bond. Not only do the mothers
f~ar

that their child will stop 10'ving them or forget them, but also

that they will become more attached to the present caretakers.

This is

illustrated by the fact that fifty-eight percent of the mothers with
children under twelVe years cited either "Will my child love me" or
n\iil1 my child remember me" as a concern while sixty-five percent cited
concerns related to the pre-emption of the mother-role by the caretaker
:]8

concerns (see Table VIII).

In the feeling referent section many of

the women expressed fear and worry about their reunion, including fears
about how their child would receive them and what harmful effects the
sep~ration

might incur.

Some mothers, twenty-six percent, were concerned

about lp.gal custody.
The explanation of these fears, be they reality based or other
l-lise, is complex.

Certainly fear of loss of love and attachment is based

-tn part on reality.

Goldstein, at. al., stress the importance of time to

small children; that, although adults can maintain the memory of a loved
one for long periods of time, young children cannot. 45

Some of the

mothers interviewed seemed to be aware of this While others did not.
respite the fact

th~t

few mothers lose custody solely due to imprison

ment, there could be a reality basis for this concern among some mothers.
Tt i.s likeJy, however, that these fears are,in part, the result

of guIlt.

It must be very diffi..cult for the mother whose identity is

baspo on mothering more than on any other role in her life to·handle the

guilt of having deserted her child through imprisonment.
the guilt could take the form of fear of rejection.

Expiation of

The mother views

herself as "bad" for having caused the separation and therefore feels her

L8
child will stop

lovin~

ber.

In extreme caRes detachment from the chi1d

might result as the mother rejects the child before he has a chance to
reject her.
Fear of the caretaker replacing the mother could occur in like
manner.
b~en

Mandelbaum found in his work with parents of children who had

placed that they who are "bad" parents are afraid they will be re

placed by "good n parents.

He notes, also, that staff, fantasizing them

selves as rescuers of the child, often reinforce the guilt through over
irentificatton with the child, resu1 ting in the parents sinking deeper
into pessimism about their own parental capabilities.

Similarly the

caretakers may fantasize rescuing the child from the "criminal

moth~rl!.

In this study there were several cases in which mothers reported hostili

ty

on the part of relatives or

c.s.r.

to bring their children to visit.

There is yet a.nother component of the grief response.

Prison

employees have noticed that the inmate mothers seem to exaggerate or
idealize the maternal role while incarcerated.
th~t

While this study shows

the interviewees did place a high degree of importance to the ma

ternal role, it did not ascertain to what extent this response was
exaggerated beyond that which existed before incarceration.
The 1iterature on the grief response would suggest that such an
idealization does occur.

Lindemann notes that the bereaved is often

preoccupied with thought of the 10stone. 46 This phenonomen can be
nxpJained as an attempt to "undo" the loss, a loss for which the mother
fe~]s ~cutely

responsible.

It might also be hypothesized that idealiza

tion of the mother role results from loss of autonomy within the prison
setting and as a mother, in that while in the "concrete womb" mothers
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reach out in memory to the time when they were autonomous and others
depended on them.
based planning.

Contimlance of such idealization distorts reality
She may not be prepared for the difficulty of the reunion.

Although the response of incarcerated mothers to the loss of
their children is complex, it closely resembles the griefoocurring as
a response to other forms of loss.
drenas well as role occurs.

Emptiness, due to the loss of chil

Helplessness is felt as a result of the

frustration at trying to maintain the relationship while in prison.
Anger at the loss occurs but is displaced and added to anger at others.
The unacceptability of expression of anger in the prison setting results
in its energy-draining suppression.

The guilt felt for being the cause

of the separation leads to fear of rejection by the child and apprehen
sion that the child may grow more attached to the caretaker as a result
of the separation.

The stigma attached to imprisonment makes it diffi

cult for the mother to be straight-forward about the reason for the
separation too s compounding the parent-child gap through lack of hon
esty in commlnication.

Idealization of the relationship further impedes

reality based planning.
EFFECTS OF IMPRISONMENT ON THE MO'mER-CHILD BOND

In that there has been strong

indica~ion

that the investment in

a mother's role is central to the deprivation experienced by a woman in
prison, the ability to maintain the bond uith her child is critical.

As

noted in describing the range of loss and grief responses, one can say
that physical separation does not put an end to the emotional and psycho
logical ties that bind a family together.

The response of a woman in

maintaining these ties with her child varies according to a number of
factors, including her mothering investment, the quality and inter
depende~ce

:of the relationship, the amunt of stress she is undergoing,

and the age and development of the child.

The manner in which the bond

is supported is also dependent on the prison and placement constraints.
Communication with the separated child could be considered a pri
mar,y means of retaining an affectional bond.

Though half of the mothers

interviewed indicated use of the telephone as a means of making contact
with their families, exploration was mainly centered on the use of visits.
Twenty-two of the thirty-four mothers had visits with their children at
the prison.

The quality of these interactions in facilitating the mother

child bond iJ unknown. However, in the open-ended questions pertaining
to what the visits were like, fifteen of the twenty-two mothers expressed
a positive enjoyable exchange, including play, nurturing, discussing what
they did while apart, and making future plans.

The seven who had more

difficulty in the visit, expressed anxiety from fear of loss, inhibition
from lack of privacy and weakened attachment by the child due to the
amount of time involved in the separation. (see Table IX)
As stated in the theoretical framework, separation constitutes
obJect loss, and that loss is resolved through a grief process.

One

study has noted that there is a relationship between frequent contact
between parent and child following separation, and the duration of grief
l-lOrk

as well as the quality of affect and behavior of the Child. 47

Con

sidering the reciprocity of the relationship, this would imply that there
~1y

be shorter time for grief resolution, as well as better adaptation

to enforced separation by mothers who receive numerous vis:tts than by
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those mothers who have minimal or no contact with their children.

Approxi

mately a third of the mothers who receive visits, have weekly contacts with
their children.

Another third receive monthly visits, while the remaining

third have more than a month lapse between contacts.

Only six, or

twenty~

seven percent of the twenty-two mothers were satisfied with the number of
~.sits,

five of whom received weekly contacts.

Those who were satisfied

with the frequency with which they were seeing their children expressed no
barriers in obtaining the visits and were involved in deciding when they
took place.
Over one third or twel've, of the mothers interviewed had received
no visits from their children.
years and younger.

Six of these mothers had children four

From studies on the effects of separation, there

would be no question as to the impact of time and broken continuity of
the maternal bond on the adjustment of these children at such a vulner
able age.

The effects of separation on these mothers vary according to

individual circumstances.

All of these six mothers were dissatisfied

with receiving no visits from their children and infants.

All expressed

feelings of loss through a variety of emotions. However, anger and
bitterness were particularly noted by mothers whose young children
were in foster placement, while relief and acceptance were more prevalent
among those mothers depending on relatives for visits and care of their
children. When asked how all the mothers felt about Day Care at the
Corr~ctional

Center, more than three fourths of the population expressed

an unqualified desire for such a program.

This reflects a general concern

for maintaining the bond with young children at a critical de'velopmental
stage.

The remaining six mothers who received no visits, had children
ranging from five to twelve years of age.

Although not as critical a

stage as the first four years of life, this developmental phase could
include problems in identity and sex role conflicts, as well as with
excessive anxiety related to the mother's absence.
fest~tion

The most common mani

of problems would arise in school learning difficulties and peer

relationships.

Two the mothers of these latency aged children chose not

to ha ve visits, though expressed general worry about their children's
welfare.

One felt that her child was "well adjusted, and there is no

reason to bring him to an abnormal enviromnent to mess up his head."

The

other four mothers of elementary school aged children experienced a broad
er range of grief and emotions in the separation and were not satisfied
with the lack of contact.

Anger and bitterness were again expressed be

cause of lack of communication from foster parents and Children Services'
Workers, and a couple of the mothers reflected detachment and depression
in accepting resistance by the caretakers, as well as threats of losing
custody.

The latter two mothers had been incarcerated for over a year

without cont.act

1-11 th

their children, and appeared resigned to losing them.

Besides contact and communication, involvement in the decision mak
ing and care of one's child can result in improved functioning for both
mother and child.

EnhanCing the mother's self esteem as an individual

as well as her parenting ability, has been recorded in the literature.
Reciprocal effects on the child include strong self concept, ability to
establish peer relationships as well as stronger ties to the natural
parent. 48 Half of the total population interviewed stated that they were
given no choice nor any part in how their children were being cared for.

,3
This would include both those children placed in foster homes as well as
with relatives.

Only two of all the mothers stated that they did not want

to be involved, both of them relying on their confidence in the abilities
of the relatives with whom the children were placed.

All tmse who were

not satisried with their children's placements (twenty-one percent) were
also not participating in their care nor satisfied with the emotiona.l
well being of their children.
To summarize, the main effects of imprisonment on the motherchild bond was explored through the woman's perception of the visits and
her involvement in her child's care.

There were three significant issues

that resulted from this study: 1) Frequency of visits was related to satis
faction with communication and indication of lack of barriers.

'1l1is factor

may also have implications on the duration of grief work as well as adjust
ment to enforced separation by both mother and child.

2)

Of those who

received no visits, a more severe impact was expressed by mothers who had
children four years and younger.

This may reflect the reciprocity of the

relationship in that the first years of a child's life are especially
vulnerable and dependent on the continuity of a significant adult relation
ship.

3)

Parent involvement appears to be related to satisfaction in

placement of their child.

This could have implications with the mother's

self esteem and parenting ability as well as the child's adjustment.
REVIEW OF PRISm SUPPORTS IN MAINTAINING THE MO'lHER-CHn,D IDND

In exploring the mother role and separation experiences of women
from their children while incarcerated, one becomes aware of the range Gf'
indi vidual differences in respon ses. However, there is an overriding and
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common theme expressing painfulness and loss in this area.

In that the

conditions of imprisonment deprive one of freedom and autonomy, the
female inmate is dependant to a large extent on the system for maintain
'ing communication with her family and responding to her needs.
The institutional aspects of the prison presents problems in allow
ing a woman to freely express her grief and emotions in coping with her
deprivation.

Enforced li'ving in close proximity with women of different

backgrounds, values and needs, develops a tendency to suspicion and dis
trust that can evoke acute insecurity and anxiety.

"You have to watch

"Aho you make friends with, who you talk to" was expressed by a woman who
had been confined for a year, and had done. lots of "hard time".

The value

of "easy time" is that of focusing one's energies and thoughts to the pre
s~nt,

and mainly to events within the prison while serving a sentence.

Management of feeling is required by the woman if she is to be success
ful.

Those who attempt to maintain strong psychological ties with their

family and friends in the outside world place a strain on their adjust
ment to prj son life, evoking frustration and upset that can result in
"hard time", or lack of meritorious "good time".

"The psychological

transistion of self from civil society to the prison world may be con
sidered comp1ete when the indi·v:J.dual reacts neutrally to events in the
outside world, even when these events concern crucial matters pertaining
to family members. "b9 Comments made by the women interviewed reflect
pressure to suspend one's emotional involvement, except for inmate rela
tionships, in order to complete the prison sentence successfully.

"This

place turns warm-hearted people into cold people. ft "This place makes one
not,

care."

IfA1I my fee ling is walking out the door with my child after
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. visit." "I don't let myself feel." "I try not to think about my child."
"It is best that one go to her room to adjust and not let things bother

her.'"
The psychological services that are available to a woman in mak

ineher adjustment to the Correctional Center are indicated upon entry
when each individual is e·valuated by a psychologist.
are offered tovo1untar.y members or those

Three therapy groups

have been recommended to

~mo

participate by the Program Planning Committee.

lhe general content of

these weekly gatherings is to provide an arena for self understanding,
communicating internal problems of stress and assisting toward an adapta
tion to the prison lifestyle.
therapy.

A psychiatrist is available for individl.lal

The v10men may choose to be advised by anyone of the three

members of the Program Planning Committee, though a social worker,
employed full time by the Children's Services Division, is mainly
respons1.ble for problems with placement of children,. adoption, custody
and transition planning back to the family.

There appears to be no

specific forum where a woman can express her family concerns and better
t:nderstand her maternal role, except through initj.ating contact with one
of these three staff members.
One of the more significant aspects of an environment conducive
to expressing one's feelings and needs, is that of a trusting relation
ship.

There appears to be no support for confidentiality at the Correc

tional Center.

All :lnformation and emotional conflicts in dealing with

neparation from one's family, as 1-1ell as getting along with t.he

WOOlen

inside, becomes a part of the institution's perception of a woman's
totaJ adjllstment to the correctional enviromnent, and is subject to

rp.~!i f'W hythH
~·10l~J.(~

Program PI.~tn.1')ing Comm1 ttP'fj.

undouhtf,dly

fA~lines

rf'Jinfor(~e

This 1 ack of conf:tdential i t,y

t.he wariness and

~.'lution

in

one's

f)xpre~sing

and prevent movement toward healthy resoluti.on.

In communicating with their children, the main barriers to obtain
ing frequency of

visit~ vIaS

indicated hy the women as transportation, and

Children's Services Division and Foster Parent resistance.

The depenc(?l1cy

of these women on the institution is renected by sixty-seven percent who
felt they couldn't do anything about it.

Several stated that they had

expressed frustration with the situation, but did not feel any change was
forthcoming.
Ohtaining pa.sses to visit her family is sllbject to vague criteria
hy the Program Planning Coromittee which is not always made clear to an

i nn:,'lte.

She is required to be in the prison for six months, or have an

initia] interview by the Parole Board, before temporary leaves can be
considered.

As a cautionary measure, this would allow time for assess

ment of the individual and determine the threat to the community.

HOt'1

ever, it, :tlso encourages detachment of invel vement in order to do tteasy
time" when returned to the prison.
Another
WQ.S

E'~reRsed

diss~tisfying

aspect of communicating with their children

by some mothers in the lack of comfort and privacy when visit

ing at the Correct-ion Center.

Since a majority of the year in Oregon is

rainy and cold, visiting takes place mostly indoors.
or pri vacy to

exrlres~

"There is no space

one's mothering and say what you really feel."

has to keep the children quiet and controlled."

"There is not much

opportunity for t1rlontaneity, wrestling 3nd romping."

"T feel guilty

about trying to discipline my children when everyone is around."

Con

"One

sidering the stress involved in attempting to maintain a close re;tationship
vIi t.h one':3 child while in prison, the painful visits can be compounded by

the institutional constraints.
In making plans for reentry into society, a woman with children
has a complex task.

One of the most troubling aspects in planning by a

mother in prison is described by Galt.ung as "institutional uncertai.nty".
Not, knowing how long she will serve time in confinement prevents any real
intic goal set,tjng.

liThe indeterminate sentencing laws of the state com

bi ned with the philosophy of individual treatment resul ts in what is per
ceived by both staff and inmates to he inconsistent action by important
institutional committees and by the ParcJe Board. n5l
(~.ges

As discussed earlier"

14 and 15) several factors are considered by the Parole Board in'

att~mpting

to treat the woman individually.

Because of the subjectivity

and the inconsistency involved in this procedure, a woman's dependence
and lack of security are even more exaggerated, again presenting barriers
to realistic planning for her children.
In summary, the Oregon Women's Correctional Center presents insti
tlltional problems in assisting a woman to maintain contact with her
child.

In order to do "easy time" and adjust to the environment, emottonal

involvement in family concerns creates strain.

There is no specific con-

f1.dential forum to express the grief and feelings related to separation
from a woman's children.

Passes are not given until after an accultura

tion period of six months, which tends to encourage detachment from her
former life style.
·:IS

Problems inherent in institutional visiting were noted

lrlel1 as system barriers in obtaining the visits.

The parole decislon

making in the Criminal Justice System rresents much vague and unclear cri
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teria in setting sentences and individual treatment, deterring the possi
bility for making realistic plans for the

tim~

when life on the outside

of prison can be "resumed.

cmCLUSlOOS
The purpose of this study was to examine the feelings of imprison
ed

mothers regarding the separation from their children, in view of the

fact that these mothers will eventually reunite with their children.

Con

sideration of the meaning of the disruption of the mother-child relation
~hip

to the motherderivesits importance from the fact that the subjective

~xperience

of the mother determines, in part, the nature of the reunion.

AI though the study was exploratory and verification of the resuJ ts through

further research is needed, significant conclusions can nevertheless be
drawn.
It was found that the maternal role represents the axis of self
esteem and meaningfulness of life for this group of women.

At, this point

in their lives investment in other social roles such as occupation does
not reach the level of priority as does the investment in the role as
mother.

Therefore, imprisonment and consequent separation results in

a profound threat to the self esteem.
The study also shows that for the majority of the women an attach
ment to their child did exist prior to incarceration.

Both the data and

t.he depth of emotional involvement in the interview itself support the
conclusion that the bond is still present, even though many must struggle
to

tr.aint~in

:It despite the barrier of physical separation.

As previously stated, the resea.rchers do not purport to have a

,9
me~surement

of bond or commi ttment prier to incarceratien.

It is possible

that incarceration and separation have heightened the sense of cemmittment.
Such a d1.fferentiationof factors centributing to the sense ef emetional
bond would be difficult to. ascertain in one interview.

Fer whatever reasen,

the methers interviewed in this study at this time perceive their role as
methers as primary to. their sense ef identity and view their imprisenment
as a deprivatien to. their children.
The

ps~helegical

impact ef the seraratien was feund to. clesely

resemble other ferms of less such as those experienced through death,
diverce and separation for children.

The grief response of the women

::;tudied "ras characterized by "emptiness, helplessness, anger and bitterness ,
guilt, fears of loss of attachment and of rejectien.

The difficulty ef

talking with the child about the reasens for the separation indicates
the degree to. which imprisonment has already affected communicatien
patterns.

Although many methers de not foresee difficulty in reunion,

the researchers feel that this may be unrealistic censidering the inten
si.ty and complexity ef emotion expressed.

It is felt that without ade

quate "working through" of the grief asseciated with the separatien,
repercussions in the mether-child relatienship will occur.
~aintenance

of the mother-child bend while incarcerated plays a

crucial part in reducing the effects ef separatien.

It was found that

whiJe frequent visiting was related to. satisfactien in communicatien,
absence of visits created a more severe emotional response especially
among methers of presc.hoel aged children.
child 31so

in~reased

Involvement in the care of the

satisfaction in placement.

In the opinion of the

researchers, increased bend-maintenance supperts would further lessen
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t.he detrimental effects of imprisonment on the mother-child relationship.

It has been shown that the loss with its concomitant stressful
emotions is both experienced within and complicated by a setting which
js not conducive to i tsprocessing.

Psychological adjustment to prison

life requires that one smother his emotions and present a smooth surface.
Such a front is valued by both staff and fellow inmates in that inadequate
control ofemat.ion might result. in "h:3.rd tj.me" or an unfavorable parole
rpport.

Furthermore, 'prison i tsel! induces forced dependency which is
I

antithetical to the requirements of the mother role.

GIAFTER VI

RECOMMENDATIONS
According to the Uniform Crime Report, (1974) for all property
crimes in the United states between 1960 and 1973, the rate of female
arrests l.ncreased three hundred-fifteen percent.

During that same

period viol ent crimes committed by women increased one hunrlred-thirty
four percent. 52

There are rmmerous theories that attempt to explain

the clrama.tic increase in female crimes.

While female criminality has

not been specifically addressed in this study, the researchers are
most closely aligned with those theorists who place an emphasis on
institutional features as an explanation tor crime.
~lso

These theorists

wAintain that there is a need for structural rather than indi

vidual cr~nge in order to prevent and c~ntrol crime. 53
If, in fact, basic structural changes are needed to alleviate
the inequality and oppression that exists in our society it seems fairly
eertain t.hat the changeswUl not occur without a great deal of enlighten
mont and eventual reordering of priorities.

It also seems certain that

it'} the interim thousands of women will continue to be processed through
the criminal justice system.

to nr-:rve as

sugge~t,ions

The following recommendations are designed

for prison administrators currently charged with

the t,'3.Dk of "resocializing" the inmate-mother.

They are by no means a.

support for the status quo; the researchers stand firm in their belief
that for any

~

change to take place it must originate outside the

prison.

1. Rec1griition by the s~ff of the priority of the mother role.
Theinmate-mother's own rehabilitation and adjustment are sharply affected
,

by' her mateJl role and her relationship relative to her children.

Unless

there is clarification and stabilization of the role, she is to play in
rearing her children, she will be faced with demands and crises that ad
versely affect her ability to utilize the

in~titutional

program or succese

rully complete parole.
2 .To facilitate t.hemother in '-lorking through her feelings
about her chiloren, there must be a resource available to the women who
does not report to the Program Planning Comm!ttee.

:3.

Obviously the priaon environment is not the ideal setting for

"grief work", but that does not mean the process should be ignored.

Work

ing through the impact of the separation requires an expression of high
emotional corltent which initially might be disturbing to the inmate and
.the staff • The utilization of the confidential resource as mentioned
in recommendation nnmber two would enable the women to work out their
feelings wi thin the parameters of a supportive, non-judgmental relation
ship.

The following model is a combination of methods used to help people

through the grief process.

It has been slightly modified to encompass ,the

dynatnj.cs of involuntary separation.
1. Help the mother accept the pain that is a p3rt
of the separation.
2.

Review the mother-child relationship with the
mother in 1 igbt of its dynamic history and
current meaning for the mother.

3. Help the mother deal with any change in her
feelings she may be experiencing toward her
.~

6,3

child.

h. Hc1p thf! mother deal with her hostility and
.J.nger.

5.

Encourage the mother to express her feelings
of grief---it's a natural response to loss.

6. Help the mother to deal realistically with
her present relationship with her child. An
up-front approach in this area will discourage
idealistic and fantasy-based planning.
It must be remembered that while this is a general outline, the
process for each woman will be highly individualistic.

Each woman will

approach it differently depending on her cultural perspective as well
as on her personal perceptions regarding the meaning of her relationship
with her children.

4. Loss of autonomy is one of the most difficult aspects of
incarceration.
the

lo~s

A significant correlary to this for the inmate-mother is

of involvement in her child' scare.

The most dramatic hardship

appears to be for mothers whose children are in foster oare.
involvement, largely through more active

coordin~tion

essential for the eventual mother-child reunion.

Increased

with C.S.D is

Should it be determined

that the mother's rights to her children are to be terminated, the mother's
invol vement is still crucial for the o'ver-all adjustment of the child.
Additionally, the

s~~ff

should help those mothers whose children are living

. .l ith relatives to become aware of some of the difficulties that may arise
~men

they are reunited. When it cornes time for the mother to resume her

pla.ce in the family, she may find resistance by those who have cared for
her child in her absence.

If she is prepared, and understands the

resistance and/or reluctance of the caretaker to disengage from the
temporary role he or she has played, then there will be less difficulty
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for all those invol V'ed in the reunion.
,.

It has been suggested previously in this study that visits

are an integral part of mother-child bond maintenance.

Recommendations

in this area are two-fold; one is directed to the community at large,
and the other pertains to the Correctional Center's responsibility:
a)

Community involvement in arranging transportation
for the families of the residents to the center.

b)

Awareness by the staff that mothers who must de
pend on non-family members (foster parents, C.S.D.
workers) to bring their children for visits meet
with a great deal of resistance. In such cases,
it is the responsibility of the Oorrectional
Center to strongly encourage more frequent visits.
A mother should not be denied visits from her
children simply because the state is providing
care for her child while she is incarcerated.
!MF1IOATIONS FOR RESEARCH

The recommendations of the previous section were designed to be
practical and feasible for use within the current prison structure.
Should society choose to continue to separate convicted women through
incarceration, further research on the issues raised in this study would
be needed.

This would include repeated studies examining the effects of

enforced separation on the mother's perception of her role, her emotional
adjustment to the loss and the resulting repercussions on her relation
ship with her child.

Replications would validate our exploratory results

and lead to a clearer understanding of the effects of imprisonment on the
mother-child bond.

Verification of the range of emotions and research

into the somatic distress associated with the grief process would be
helpful to prison personnel and agencies involved in assessing a woman's
relationsh:'-p 1fith her child.

Such a derini ~i ve knowledge of probable

6S
reactions would serve as a guide for those assisting the inmate, mother
toward suitable resolution of her grief' so that she can more realistic
,ally plan and make decisions regarding her children.
Upon implementation of' the recommendations) research is needed

comparing the effects on the maternal bond between those women who are
given a specific forum to work through their grief process of loss and
those who are not' gi.ven a supportive framework.

Longitudinal follow-up

of mothers after release would shed iriformation on the quality and adap
tiveness of' the reunion with their children.

SUch studies would initiate

a more balanced perspective by agencies and systems in examining parental
needs and rights alongside that of children's needs and rights.

Aware

ness of the reciprocity of these can no longer be ignored.
Howe,ver, several factors would suggest that investigation of alter
native methods of' dealing with the inmate mother is needed.

First, the

high degree of concern for maintenance of a close relationship shown by
the women interviewed in this study indicates that there is a capacity
for growth through nurturanee of the relationship • Secondly, current
knowledge of the needs of children, especially those in the formative
years would indicate the priority of keeping the mother and child
together for the emotional well-being and development of the child.

It

may well be that rehabilitation of the inmate is more realistic if its
focus is on the woman in the role she perceives as primary, be it the
mother role or the work role.
Futtlre research might explore alternatives to the current system
such as various designs of nursery care within the current system or
maintenance of the family in smaller units in the communi ty with close
supervision etc.

Such changes would eliminate the separation itself.
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A.

INTRODUCTION TO QUESTIONNAIRE

B.

QUES TIONNAIRE

C.

QUESTIONNAIRE FOR THE STJPF..RINTENDENTOF OWCC

D.

QUESTIONNAIRE FOR THE C. S. D. l,IAISON WRKER

E.

ORF,QON lAW ROOARDING PARENTAl RIGHTS

APPENDIX A

SUGGES.TED INTRODUCTORY EXPLANATION

My

name is

University.

and I'm a graduate student at Pbrtland State

We are doing research in the area of women in prison.

Specifically we are interested in the experiences of mothers who are
3eparated from their children.

Very little research has been done in

this area and we feel that the probl... of.others in prison have been
largely unexplored.

We are going to be asking you questions about your

experiences and we hope that what we learn can be used to bring about
some changes that will help you and other women in your situation.

vie

really appreciate that you agreed to be interviewed.
One thing that we are concerned about, and I know you must be too,
.::;

is confidentiality.

I don't know your name and what I write down will

not be connected with you or your records.
that you don't want to answer, that's fine.
about 45 minutes to an hour.

It there are any questions
The interview will take

Do you have any questions before we begin?

APPENDIX B

QUESTIONNAIRE
Dorothy Lundberg
Ann Sheekley
Therese Voelker

1.

How old are you?

2.

How many children do you have?

3.

What are their ages?

4.

It. going to ask you a rew questions about any marriages you've
had or relationships you've had. and how these all relate to
your children:

Are you married?

!!!:

Have you been married before?
How many tilles?
How long,did the relationships last?

~:

Have you ever been married?
Have you ever had any long-standing
relationships with men? How long?

Do all the children have the same lather?

Could you describe your relationship in a few woraa?
-How did you get along?
let:

2nd:

-2

How was the relationship of the father (significant . .n) with
the children?
-Was he involved with th•• 7
-Was their relationship part ot your proble•• '

5.

How long have you been here

a"te.

Oorrectional Center?

How long have you been away fro. your children?

6.

(since arrest)

Were you living with your children before you were incarcerate.?
~:

Can you tell me what the situation was then?

7.

How long do you expect to be here?
-When do you expect to be released?

8.

What are you in for?
-Charge?

9.

Have your children ever beeD away tro. you for any length of time?

!!!:'

How many tiaes?
For how long?
What was the reason?
How did you and your kids get back together? (moti•• )
Were any of these because 70U were in prison?

-,
10.

Now I'm going to talk a bit about your own experiences as a
child.
In your own childhood, were you ever away from yo.u mother·
or father tor any length of time?

!!!:

How many times?
How old were you?
For how long?
Was there any time that you
remember being the hardest?

Were you ever in'. ,·to.stel' ",hoae'or.·:'lllatitutioa? .~.

11.

Were you working before your arrest?

!!!:

t~at

kind of work did you do?

What kind of work have you dODe?

No:

Have you ever worked?
What kind of work have you done?

12.

Did you like your job?
Would you go back to it?

-4

13.

Did you earn enough money to make it?

14.

What kind of work do you think you'll be doing when you get out?
-What you'd like to do?
-What you!·ll probably do?

15.

How far did you get in school?

16.

Are you receiving any training here?

17.

I

If so, what?

am going to hand you a card on which are listed a number
of thing. you may find youraelf thinking about here.
-Read through all .the it.as. Find the one that you worry
or concern yourself about the moet. Put. "1" Ilext to
the number.
-Now find the one taat you Mbrry or concern yourself about
seco.nd most. Put a "2" neat to the number.
-Now find the one that worries or concerns 10u third most.
Put a "3" next to the nwaber.

_______1.

Ending up in here again

----3.2.

Being able to make it on the outside
Missing my friends and the action outside
Being away froa my man

---_.
_______4.
5.
---_______6.
_ _ _7.

_______8.
_______9_ _ _1.0.

Gettins along with the other women here
Being away from .y children
Getting along with the rules and resulatioJle
here
Keeping my head together here
Worrying about how _,. chi1dr.n are doing
Other

-,
18.

Where are your children DOW?

19.

Did you have any say in where they were placed?

20.

Are you satisfied with Where your children are?
-Could you explain that?

21.

Do you feel that your children are well taken care of?
-Would you tell me a bit more about that?
.Can you give me any example.? (emotional-aaterial)

22.

Do you have any say in how your children are being cared
for while you are here?
-In what areas?
-Regular or seldom occurrence?

23.

Do you get new. about your children?

!!!:

Fro. whom?
How oft•• ?
Is this contact by letter, telephone or visit?
What is this news about?
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24.

Do your children know waere you are?
Who told thea?

25.

What explanation were they given?

26.

Are you satisfiedw1th the explanation that' was given to your
children?

27.

Do you and your childr•• :talk

-Yes:
28.

.".at

tM"expl...tioa now?

How otten?

Do you think that all the people involved with your childrea
are giving the saae explanatioB?

!!2.:

Could you tell me

BOW

they differ?

29.

How often do you see your children?

30.

Are you satisfied with the number of visits?
(If an expediency anawer is give." askr)
didn't exist, would y~u be satisfied?

If that barrier

1i2.: Is there anything you can do about it?

31.

Who decides if your children

oOlle

to visit: you?
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32.

How would you reel about • day oare setti.g at the prison
for the younger children of -.others here?

33. Many people feel a variety ot emotions about being separated
trom their children. Put a check by any or the feelings you
have had regarding any »art of the experience 'ot being away
from your childrea. (hand over list)
After you check the emotions you have rel t ,.I will ask you what
you felt angry about, what you rel worried about? This may
help you ill Il&king yoar selection.
What did you feel •••••

ANGRY about:.

BITTER about:

RELIEVED about":

THANKFUL about:.

'tiORRIED about:

NERVOUS about::

ASHAMED

about:

GUILTY about:

PA:RALYZED about %.

-8

What did you feel •••••
EMPTY about:

NUMB about:

RESENTFUL about:

HELPLES$ about:

DRAID about:

These are some conce~as tha~ mothers who are away from their
children have expressed. (~and woman set of cards)
-First take out the cards that don't apply to you.
-Now look through the carda and find the one that concerDS
you most. Try to put ~he rest of them in order";"-your
second conceru," your t~irdt etc.

----

Will my child remember me?
_ _ _Will my child l~ve me?

Will my child t4ink that the person who is taking
----care of him/her ,ie a better mother than I aJi?
_______Will my child b,come more attached to the p~rson
who 1s taking c-.re ofh1~r·'bh. ."be/ahe is to me?
_______Will my child be able to respect me atter this?
the person who is taking care of my child
---.....Will
turn my child against •• ?

______Will I feel like keeping house and taking care of
my child when I get out?
Will I
---_______Will

be able to work and support my claild?
I be able to talk about being in prison with
my 0.114 when I get out?
_ _ _Will 111 child be taken from me?

-9

35.

This last section involves some open-ende,d questions around
several areas. r'd like you to teel free in talking as much
as you wan about the subjeot.
Tell lIle what you vi'sit. with your children are like?
What do you do?,
What kind of things do you talk about?

Does the person who brought the children leave them alone wit'b.
you?

Do you get time alone with each child?

Obviously it is different to be with your child here than at
home where you are with your children all thetiJlle. Could
you talk about the differenc•• ?

-10

After the visit is over how do you teel?

You have been away from your children for a while. How do
you feel this will atfect your 'ability asa parent?
-Some people think that after a time away, they l~.e ",touch.
with some of the ways they deal with children. Is this
so for you? In what way?

\inat do you see as the major probleas coming out of being away
from your kids?

-11

36.

Interyiewerls impressions of iatervievee:

!ppm DIX C

9?estionnaire for Superintende~t of OWCC
I.

Could you give us an historical perspecitve of OWCC?
A.
B.

II.

Could you give us a description of your job responsibilities?
A.
B.

~JI.

What changes have occurred in the prison in terms of conditions,
rehabilitation, parole policies, etc., since its beginning?
Have changes occurred in the Integrated Services Project since
its.inceptionin 1972?

v..1hat is the percentage breakdown of time spent in public
relations as opposed to in-house functions?
Could you explain the flow of command chain at OWCC?

What are the determining factors that bring a woman to OWCC?
A.

What types of criminal offenses result in incarceration at a
state prison as opposed to incarceration at the county jail?
B.. What is the percentage breakdown of state and federal offenders?
C.Are there any out-of-state women atOWCC?
:t. Have there been any changes in the type of women sentenced here
over the years?
/./

IV.

lVhat are the goals of rehabilitation?
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.

F..
G.
H.
I.

v.

What is your philosophy of rehabilitation?
Is there an individualized rehabili tatibn plan for each woman?
Who develops the plan?
Does the woman have input in planning her program?
Do you feel there is a dis crepancy between the goals that a woman
may have formulated for herself and those she formulates in rehabil
itation planning? (Do women carry out the goals for the purpose
of satisfying the Parole Board or are they internalized?)
What type of goals are included in a woman's rehabilitation
plan? (Job related, personal? How are each weighted?)
HOVI are the goals of rehabilitatton achieved?
Through what areas of rehabilitation does the most amount of
change occur, through job training, counseling, parole requirements?
What do you see as the biggest obstacles in achieving the goals
of rehabilitation?

'H ow does the Parole Board work?
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.

Who composes the Farole Board?
Is it the job of the Parole Board to e\C\luate a woman's progress
on her rehabi1itation plan---or how does that work?
Who submits progress reports on the women?
How are the various factors in the rehabiljta tion plan weighted?
How are the "attitudes" of a woman evaluated?
What kind of feedback is given women whose parole has been
postponed?

G.

Does age or placement of a woman's children affect parole decisions?

VI.

How do you perceive the future trends for '-lomen in the criminal
justice system? What is happendingright n OW' in terms of change?

VII.

How would you feel about a day-care setting at the prison for the
younger children of mothers here?

APPENDIX D
I

/

Questiol1!!!ire for CSD Liaison Worker

I. Could

Y'QU.

(

)

give us a deacription of your job responsibilities?

A.
B.

What is, the percentage breakdown of ,our job?
How much time is spent with· women associated ,nth CSD as
opposed to other women?
C. As a member of the Integrated Services Core team, how do you
facilitate a woman's transition back into her mother role
after she leavesC1f1CC?
D" Are you a member of the Parole Board?
E. What role do you play in the decisions of the Parole Board?
F. Do you provide the Parole Board with progress reports on women
you deal with?
II.

What positions are there here other than the custodial positions?
(counselors, psychologists, etc.)
A. What are their responsibilities?
B. How much time do they spend in the prison?
C. Are their' services bought or voluntary?
D. What is their sex?
E. What individual, group and marital counseling is available?
F. Who .does individual counSeling, marital, and group counseling?
G. How is it decided whether a woman joins a group, has individual
or marltal counseling?
H. Is counseling or group participation usually included as part of
a woman's rehabilitation plan?
I. What problems are usually brought to individual, group, or
marital counseling?
J. Is there a processof orientation for new women entering OWCC?

III.

What are the rules regarding visits?
A.
B.
C.

".

D.

IV.

Is there a set policy determining when a woman can have her
first 'visit and subsequent visits?
How is a list of permitted visitors determined?
Are there any regulations regarding phone calls, passes or
letters?
Are there ever any restrictions placed on vislts, passes, etc.?

What do you see as the goals of rehabilitation?
A.
B.

c.

D.
E.

Do you participate in the formulation of rehabilitation plans?
How are the goals of rehabilitation achieved?
ftlrough what areas of rehabilitation does the most amount of
change occur; through job training, counseling, parole require
ments?
What do you see as the biggest obstacles in achieving goals of
rehabilitation?
Does the age or placement of a woman's chUdren affect her parole
decision?

/

I

V.
VI.
VII.

What kinds of special programs are offered to women with children?
How do you perceive the future trends for women in the criminal
justice system? ~t is happening right now in terms of change?
How would you feel about a day-care setting at the prison for the

younger children of the mothers here?

/

./

.'

APPINDIX E

•
l09.31t;Consea.t by orgaa.latlea Ioca.ted
outside OH'gon.(l) All agtncy or other
organization, public or' private; looatecl ...
til-ely outside of thlaltate. or an autborJatd
officer 01' e.'te('utive thereof. actiq lD 1000
parentis, may consent to. the adoption· of a
child nrttl!r its of lUI cutody, COfttrol or
guardiaq.hip, if such agency or orgaDizad.
or officer or executive thel'eef is Ucensed er
otherwise has authority in the jurfad1ction In
[1'57 c'-110 i3 (ORS 109.312 to 109.32' enacted in Ueu which such agency or other organization II
Of ORa 109.320)]
located to consent to adoptiotls in loco paren..
tis. When COMent is given under this section.
109.816 Consent by Chlldren's Services no lJther consent is required. 'rhe licenee or
Division or aD. approvedehHd..ea.ring ag~c~y other authorit.v to consent trl &dODllon in
of this r.tate.(l) The Children's oeJ:vices Di loco parentis shall be concl~sivelypmumed
vision or an approved child-caring agency of upon the filing with the court of & duly cerU
this atp-te, acting in loco parentis, may con fied statement from an appropriate govem.
sent to the adoption of a child who has been: mental agency of such other atate that sUch
(a) Surrendered 'to it for the purpose of agency or organization or officer or execu
adoption underORS 418.270 if compliance tivc is licensed or otherwise has authority ill
is had with the pro'dsiol'! of that section; Bu('h state to consent to adoptions in loco
or
pan~ntis.
(b) Permanently committed to it by
(2) Where consent Is given under tbII
order of a court of competent jurisdiction; section, there shall be tlled in the adoption
or
proceeding:
(c) Surrendered to It for the purpose of
Ca) A certiti~d copy of the 'court cl'der,
adoption under ORS 418.270. by one parent or the written authoriza.tion from the parent,
if com»liance is had with the »rovisions of parents or other person, or both a court

sufficlent by the court: but, 'UllleJS the
parent not having custody consents to the·
.adoption. a citation. to .show cause wh}t the
proposed adoption shall not be made shall
be served In accordance with ORS '.09.330
upon the parent not having the custody. and
the objectiona of nth parent shall be heard
If appearlUlce is' made. This section does not
apply where consent is given in loco Parentis
UDder ORS 109.316 or 109.318.

th.t .AI'IHn" 0",", nA,.,..,..a"'A",+hr I'IM'A1'lr.H+AA

+,..

It by a court of competent jUrisdiction hav
in& jurisdiction of the other parent.
(2) Where consent II given under this
aectlon, no other consent II required.
(3) Where consent fa given under. th18
section. there' sball be filed.' in the adoption
proceeding:
(a) A certified copy of an onler of a
co':l%t c! ~ompetC;.t,itjurlsdictJon fCr'mal!y :.nd
permanently assigning the 81lardieru:hip of
the child to the division or the child-caring
agency. or a copy of the surrender of the child
from its parent .or parents or guardian, or
both, as the c~ may be; and
(b) Written formal consent by the division
or the chUd-caring agency, as the case may
be, to the proposed. adoption. showing that
sufficient and aati!dactorY Investigation of
the adopting parties haa been made and
recommen",ing that Ute adoption be granted.
The consent of the division or the child-caring
agency to the proposed adoption may be given
by one of its officers, executives or employes
who bas been authorized or designated by it
for that purpose.
[ltGTc.Tl0 ." (109.312 to 108.329 enacted in lteu of
109.3'0); 19f1 0.'°1115]

nl"r1P" •.nrt

Rt1t'h 1I1Mtt,."

.n:t"nM~Attn;'. 'UII

t.""

case may De, that enabl.. consent .. to be
giv~n in loco parentis under the law of such
other jurisdiction; and
(b) Written formal conaent by the
agency 01. other organization, or the officer
or executive thereof. to the proposed. adop
tion, shOwing that lufficient and aatt.factor)'
investigation ,of the adopting parties haa
been made and recommending that the adop
tion te granted.

Uge? c.710 ~5(l09.312 to 109.329 enactt4 In Ueu of
103.320); 1913 c.823 §107]
.
109.820 [R.epealed by 1957 c.710 11 (10t.312 to
109.329 enacted in Ueu of 109.820) 1
.

109.811 Consent when pareat DletltaIIJ
mentally deflolent or lmprlsoDeeL It
either par6nt has been adjudged mentally
or mentally deficIent and rema.1na·1O at the
time of the adoption proceedings, i..o.r......liIIiIi..
I~~;.;:n~~·¥-.&1~t~e~o=rt..;f,==. ...=.rl_·
l~a~eiilitili!enpce~o;;r. ..~rm=--.;0l=-4n,..............;;.
.m!L. ere s
lelVe upon su . pareD:
Irliehas not consented.· in writlq to' the
adoption, a citation in accordance with OBS
10~.3S0 to show cause why the adoption of
the child should ·not be decreed. In the ~
of a perSall adjudged mentally ill or mentally
deficient. the citation' shan also be HI"VI4

m,

m

tWI_

•
court in ?:hich the adoption p~(Std1nga a....
pending that:
(a) The mother of the child was unma....
ried at the time of the conception of the
child to be adopted and remained UNllarriNl
at the time of the birth of the chUd and wu
not married to the father of· the child at the
time of her consent to the adoption or aur
render of the child for the purpose of adop
tion under ORS 418.270; or
(b) When the mother of the chUd was
married at the time of the conception or
birth of the child. and it has been judicially
determined that her husband at such time or
1957 (..710 §6 (109.312 to 109.329 enacted In Ileu of timP.fJ was not the fatlter of th~ child. Such
09.320)J
determination of nonpa~rnjty 111ay be ma.de
109.824 CoDsent· where parent haa 4e by any court having adoption or ju\"enUe
~ or neglected ehlld. If either parent court jurisdiction. The testimony or affidavit
Is believed to have wilfully deserted or neg;. of the mother or such husband Ahall consti
lected without just and sufficient cause to tute competent evidence before the coUJ.t
provide proper care and maintenance for making such determination. Before making
the child for one year nextpreeeding the such determination of nonpatemity, citation
filing of the petition for adoption and such to show cause why such husband'. parental
parent does not consent Inwritinc to the rightsshowd not be termil1&ted shall be
adoption, there shall lie served upon weh served on' him personally, if found in the
parent a citation In accordance with ORS state, and if .not found in the state, then a
109.330 to show cause why the adoption of copy of the citation shall be published or
thechUd should not be decreed. Upon hear served in the manner provided by ORS
Ing being had. if the court finds that such 15.110 to 15.140 for the service
. . .of eltatlon
- by
..
:'''~~~ "."': ~.--:~~!~" ~:.::=~~! cr :~~!~~!.;,~ ~104'''.'''''''''W.V.u. vi.' '-VA p~l~V'lCW o~, v.l.\;C' uu.,,;:uU': \,.11"
.,.,i;~".·u.~ juol" t"•.{aci. tiuiilcicDt cause to proVlcie state; exq;pt that the titation so 8t;L"'~ed by
proper care and maintenance. for the chlld publication need not contain the names of the
for one year next preceding the filing of the adoptive. parents.
(2) If the mother described in subsection
petition for adoption, the· consent of such
parent at'the discretion of the .court is not (1) of this section is dead or unknown, con
required and. if the court determines that sent shall be obtained in the ·same manner
such consent is not required, the court shall 8.1 If such ehUd had no living parent.
[1957 c.710 ~8 (109.312 to 109.329 ena.cted In lieu of
!lave authority to proceed regardless of the 109.320);
19'59 c.609 §1: 1981 c.385 §1'j IB69 c~891
objection of such parent. In determining §287]
,
whether t.he parent has wilfully deserted or
neglected without just and sufficient. cause
109.828 Child 14 years of. age or older
to provide. proper care arid maintenance for must also· consent. If the child is 14 years
the child, the court may disregard incidental of age or older, the adoption shall not be
visitations, communications and contribu made without his consent. The consent re
tiona. This section does not apply where con... quired by this section is in addition to, and
sent is given in loco parentis under ORB not in lieu of, the consent otherwise required
109.316 or 109.318.
. by law.

upon the guardian of his person .or, if he hu
no guardian of the person. the court shall
appoint a guardian ad litem to appear for
the person in the· adoption proceedings. Upon
hearing being had. if the court finds that
the welfare of the child wiD be best promoted
through the adoption .of the child, the· con
sent of. the mentally ill,mentaUydeficient
or imprisoned parent is not required, and
the .court shall haveauthonty to proceed
regardless' of the objection of such parent.
This section does not apply where consent
la given in loco parentis under ORB 109.316
or 1.09.318.

1

...

c.710 §7 (109.312 to 109.329 enacted In lieu of .
11957
09.320) ]

109.828 Consent where pareata Dot mar
ried to. each other. (1) The consent of the

mother of the child is sufficient, and for the
purpose of giving such consent the mother
of the child shall be deemed to have arrived
at the age of majority and for all purposes
relating to the adoption of the child. the
father of the child shall be disregarded· just
as if he were dead,. when it is shown in the

....

...

[1957 c.710 §9 (109.312 to 109.329 enacted In Heu of
109.320)]

109.329 Oonsent where person to be
adopted has reached age of majority. If the
person· to be adopted is legally married or is
18 years of age or older, his written consent
may be held by the court to be sufficient
without the necessity for the consent of any
other person to the adopUon.
U957 c.710 §10 (109.312 to 109.329 enacted in Heu of
109.320); 1913 c.827 113]

HOUSE.BILL 2797
A BILL FORAN ACT
Relating to

ter~ination

of parental rights: amending ORS 419.523.

De It. Enacted by the People of the state of Oregon;

Section 1.
419.523.

ORS 419.523 is amended to read:
(1)

The parental rights of the parents of a child

within the jurisdiction of the juvenile court as provided in sub
section (1) of ORS 419.476 may be terminated as provided in thi·s
section and ORS 419.525.

The rights of one parent may be termin

ated without affecting the right of the other parent.
(2)

The rights of the parent or parents may be terminated

as provided in subsection (1) of this section if the court finds
that the parent or parents are unfit by reason of conduct or con
ditionseriously detrimental to the child and integration of the
ch.:!.lc1 into t.he home of

the parent or parents is improbnble in the

forseeable future due to conduct or conditions not likely to
change.

In determining such conduct and conditions, the court

II

shall consider but is not limited to the following:
(a)

Emot~onal

illness, mental illness or mental deficiency

of the parent of such duration as to render it impossible to care
for the child for extended periods of time.

(b)

Conduct toward any child of an abusive, cruel or

sexual nature.
(e)

Addictive use of intoxicating liquors or narcotic

or· dangerous d=ugs.
(d)

Physi9al neglect of the child.

(E!)

Lack" of effort of the parent to adjust his circum

stances,· conduct, or conditions to make the return of the child
I

possible or fa.: lure of the parent to effect a lasting adjustment
after reasonable efforts by available social agencies for such
extended duration of time that it appears reasonable that no
lasting adjustment can be effected.
(3)

The rights of the parent or parents may be terminated as

provided in subsection (1) of this section if the court finds that
the parent or parents have failed or neglected without reasonable
and lawful cause to provide for the basic physical and psycho
logical needs of the child for one year prior to the filing of the
petition.

In determining such failure or neglect, the court shall
.

.

consider but is not limited to one or more of the following:
; (a)

of

Failure to provide care of pay a reasonable portion

substitute physical care and maintenance if custody is lodged

with others.
(b)

Failure to"maintain regular visitation or other

con~act

with the child which was designed and implemented in a plan to
reunite the child with the parent.

(e)

Failure to contact or communicate with the child or

with the custodian of the child.

In making this determination,

the court may disregard incidental visitations, communications'
or

~ontributions.

(4)

Th~

rights of the parent or parents may be terminated

as provided in- subsection (1) of this section if the court finds
that the parent or parents have abandoned the child or the child
t

was left und,-r circumstances such that the identity of the parent
or parents of the child was unknown and could not be ascertained,
despite diligAnt searching, and the parent or parents have not
come forward to claim the child within six months following the
finding of the child.
'.
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